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INTRODUCTION

This book is for teachers wh6- teach poetry. But it is not a
poetry handbook or a manual of teaching instructions. The title
says it is about an approach to teaching poetrt but that is not its
real purpose This book is.actually about a way to avoid teaching ,

poetry
I ant not sure there is a way to teach poetry. Too much of what

happens between poem and reader takes place outside the _leach-
er's control We try to teach a poem and sild up teaching its parts
because we can never catch the poem itself in the things we teach
students about poetry

This hook discusses a way in which I think poetry can success-
foll,, be approached in the classroom Its subject is how poems can
be real It offers a way to approach poems without teaching them

I did not set out to find a new approach to poetr by in_self
As Poet-in-the-Schools For Nash% ilk, I worked with many of the
English teachers iu the system and I found most were try mg to
break out bf the traditional mode of teaching poetry Each in het
own way was try int, to make poems more acceptalpe to students
This book is particularly for the teachers who made that effort

I am offering an alternative to the traditional' approach for
teaching poetry I do not maintain m waY is the only correct way
to approach poems Neither am I asking teachers to reject the old
methods completely But I am suggesting that the traditional ap-
proach is not enough. Thus. I am try ing here to show teachers a
way to work with poems that touches areas not covered by the
traditional methods

In developing a new approach to poems it was necessary to be
critical of the old approach. Many of those ideas are espressed in
this book. I want to make clear that m criticism is not directed at
the teachers who use the traditioi al approach I know that many
of them recogni/e the weaknesses in the approach and hate tritsd .

to help their students get around tl em We all have the same desire
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tom, e pot4iiribeliev able for students
\llfrile this book is written fur teatlier\, it is centered.arouna

sthdients T hus I June nut tried to make this approach any thing
inure speialited than sulljth a way to read poems I feel that such
things as critical approaches and poetic theories only get between,
students and poems. and enough distance esists between those
two poles already This approach clues nothing more than provide
a way to make poems available to students

One more comment on the approach itself is necessai'v. I hope
that no one will think I am try ing to present this new approach as
an ultimate way to w ork with poems I can only offer teachers the
beginnings of an alternative method I am suggesting my'ideas and
methods of presentation with the espectation that (116 teacher
will adapt them to her particular situation

Finally. I must sa that this book is also for me Writing it helps
answer some of my needs as a teacher Poetry has been-a dead
subject in English classes for too long I hope that through this
book I am doirvo, something to help make poems come alive for
students

I.
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CH XPTER ONE

i tt )

. The ap'proach to poems which is discussed hi this book took
shape in the usual prOcess' of creation ,It was mothered by neces-
sity and fathered by tin accumulation of ideas-from a number of
sources relating poetry. I was merelr the midwife running
around trying to make sure all the parts came together This
approgch am into being and grew became it was needed to
satisify the requirements of a particular situation Xs I explain-the
approach I hope it will he clear that the child has outgrown its
orikius and is struggling, to acconiodate itself to other teaohing
situations.

In the fall of 61971 i was given a job teaching poetly in the
Nashville high schools In accepting the position. I accepted 1114 I
would be committed to the primary purpose of the Poet-in-
-the-Schools Program which was the improvement of student
attitudes toward poetry By taking that purpose as my own, I
accepted that niy work would take the direction of not merely
attempting to enrich the existing situation but attempting to.
change it significantly as well.

The program's purpose of try ing to improve student attitudes
toward poetry is based on the ftplloiving' three assumptions: that
the attitudes need improvme. that the attitudes can be improyed,
and that something needs to _he (Rine that is not being done as the
means to that improvemmt I had no problem accepting these
three assumptions because I agree with them fully

Very few English teachers have escaped confrontation with the
statement. "I don't like poetry:" N lisle the statement by no means
represents the attitudes of all students, it does seem to appear with
disoura.ging frequent:} in almost every classy ore and is far. more

fT
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preklent than an% incident- ()I open enthusiasm II en those classes
not dominated h% ai ti% L. dislike of poetr% generall% displa% an

disheartemm: attitude of distAintekit m unconcern (,a% en
tills*iteation..titike It to ..1% alit I. feel. that student attitudes.
tokrrditiV4eti% I ould stand some ienpiovin2,.=-

am al4) .onNwed then. attitudes'can be improxed I o think
. ()them ise to WWI% to Me 11131 either the`students are hope-

less be% and same, or that poems themselkes are id no %aiuc to
the student.. and I do not at kept either of thus- unpile:Him). I

(...Mllot 'while that .ink student is lwond hope: it :we. auainst
basis teacher ud %%hen I "look at the time and mono
students spend on popular music itself a basic torn of poetIC
epression- I cannot help but think thin poetr% has some k :due, to
students end that it is thus possible to intprme the attitudes
to%% ard poor in the (.1a...room

I was forced to ;weep' -the third assumption because I has
a. Cep tell the first two If the 'w.:dine attitudes. do not (...ust he-
ause of faults in the students or in their abilities to respond to

nooii e\ presspn. then there must he line aspect of the situation
in which we present poems...that is oil tar.../el !inlet... i %% as not
%killing to admit that all to ers are had an more than I was

to admit all stiqlents are had. f had to look to 'the methods
h. whwh peens are approched fu.tr. to sok e thc problem In
looking. I found that most teachers use the same basic approach in
their presentation of poetr% Ilms. I settled on that method. the
''w hat does this poem mean- approa..h. as the Jet t of the snna-
non that needed to he reekaluated as a means of nuprouir.".
student attitudes,

In the following sectionsot_this chapter' I will dtsLuss the -what
does this pocni neon anprocb and sotne of the problems in-
herent in it To keep the e% aluatum in perspei %Nith the needs
ot the situation w hi. h essitafeiNt. I will also look at speLitic
,tudent Lomplamts about the methor and some of the needs these
tomplamts re% eat It seems of Atte to we to .11 tenlpl
han,p. %%, [plow first establishing tirmh.the problem in the eiting

situation I hope as- the reader follow., this diiussion .Its' wilt
ekaluate what I sd in term. 4)1 her own cperienc1 in the Class-
room and perhaps in terms (It her oWn Migration

t.



When I event to the classroom to look at the ,"meaning"
approach in action. I ent with the assumption that the approach,
is not used just for the teacher's comemence and ento%ment I

assumed that any approach to poems used in the classroom is
intended to benefit the students. and I wanted to find out how
much benefit the students felt the) were getting Since., the
students were on the receiving end of the approach- I was
witnessing. I thought the), should know better than anyone if it
was working \o teaching method fulfats its purpose in the,
classroom if it works for the teacher and ladsIor the student

I made a second assumption to use in looking at the students'
responses It seems reasonable to evpect that any classroom
approach to poetry should have as its major benefit getting stu-
dents interested m poetry Oi failing to create interest. the least-
that could he ewected is that the` approach would make poetry
acceptable to the students If the use of an approaL II causes a
sigrificant number of students to reject poetr), it does not seem
unfair to conclude that tie approach is not working as tt should

With these basic, assumptions in mind. I simply asked students
how they liked poetry The answer I got from most was just as
simple. the% didn't It w obvious something was wrong. but I

wanted to know moi., I nett asked the iipeSti011 that eve,ry teach-
er has used when faced with a flat rejeUtion of poetry I asked,
whv''

The responses I .got from students as to wh% the% didn't like
poetrY were atm/nigh consistent \lost of their reasons could.be_
lumped under the following three basic headings "becatise I don't
like studying it "because I can't understand and "because my,
interpretation is never right Other than the similarity. the out-
standing thins:. I noticed in. their answers was that their dislike was
directed less at poetry than at what the were asked It) do with it
in class Each of the three basic responses seemed to touch on
some essential area of the "meanin approach I took the three
basic reasons the students gave for not liking poetry and compared
them to -the methods used in the "meaning '' approach I have
developed the following outline to give a general indication of how
student attitudes are connected to the way iii which they were
asked to approach poetry

I don't Ilk poetry,

s.1
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because I don't like.- studing it This response seems to
reier to the emphasis tl) "meaning- approach places on
analysis or explication as the way to- appreciate 'ims
Other responses that fit under this heading are "I don't
like taking poems apart- and 'Why can't we just read
poems?. "s

because I can't understand it This response seems to be
related to the heavy' emphasis Oxen to reducing the poem
to a prose statement as the way of derNing some ,value
from it. Two Other responses,' that belong .under this
heading are "I ean'tsee any of that stuff in them- and
"Why don't they. say what they mean? ,

because my interpretation never right This response
seems to be directly connected to the approach's insistence
that the poem must be whittled down to a single exact
meaning. Other- responses of the same nature are: "My
ideas don't matter' and "Why is the teacher always right?-

Since in each of these cases the students were rejecting poetry
because they objected-to the way in which it was taught. I came
away fr...om talking' tee students about poetry certain that the
"meaning- approach- needed improving I not only learned that
the approach tended to him students against poetry. I also learned
why

3

In the preceding sections I have made free and Trequent use of
a phrase. the "what does poem mean- approach, as though it
%vete .an established term in poetry So before going on in my
discussion. I want to define the specific approach to poetry I am
referring to in using that term'. I should point out that l n not
talking about the methods of any particular teacher but rather am
trying to give a generaf description of the basic approach I feel
most teachers use

The "what-does-this-poem:Mean- approach refers to the
predominate way of rjadmjc and study ill,, poetry iised in the high
;hoots since the 1950's ibe approach is oftjn described by other
terminologx' such as "analy/ing pin2ms.- "exolicating



and "inteipreiing poems is the approach to !Teti-% that Is

explamed in almost evei% literature textbook and pooh
handbook written in the 11.1st thirty years Xml it is 11w same
appr.pach a teacher Is using %%hen she begins class study of a poem
by asking. "What du %oil think this poem means" or "What do
vim think this poem is sav

Indicating that th.c "meaning- approach is the most conion
approach in use does not fully describe it I he reasons, for its rise
tell is%iln more about its nature fhe method is,essentially a high
school version of this critical approach to literature taken in most
college English courses Teachers use it because that is what they
were taught to do with poems and the assnmption behind ,the
approach. ou any leA el, is that the wa best to appreciate poetry is
to learn to criticise it. \lost high school teachers I worked with
recogin/e the fallacy in this type of thinking and admit simply
that they use this approach to better prepare siodents for college

1 he ." meaning'. approach, actually inyobes two steps in teaching
poetris Before the student begins te) consider individual poems. he
is taught to recogime the parts and form of a poem He is given a
number of training exercises m identify mg the %arum, poetic
devices %lost teachers have given alp teaching verse scansion as
Dart of the preparation for stud mg poetr. but the students .ire
expected to learn to recoinuie sumlies. metaphors. personification;
onomatopoeia, assonance. iiiirPall other sound and image
devices When tIce student has lidelictorilv drilled on the
parts and forms of poems: he iv reach tv treaty poetry

I 11 the SeCOtid Step of the "m4annir approach. the student is
shown the course he mu's! follow, to develop an understanding of
an individual poem lie is told that each poem has-a _meaning
-which he gin can find by ank/ing the Words' andlines of the
poem and by searching for the poetic devices he has:learned -to
recogniie He is also tvid, that his stud}, Of a poem should resplt iii
a prose statement Of what the poem is 'saving. In being able to
reduce the poem 1._ a clear and concise definition of its meailing.
the student shows that he has understood and apiKeciated the
poeni and.,thus 'derived some value from It 4 4 I

In the outline thai nom,. I have tried to- present the haste
classr.00nr vrocedtire used in the7meaning- approach I think the
outline represent: in a general Way the Methods most teachers use
and expect their students.tolktiliie as4he way to apt roach poetry

-. ,
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The "what - doer this- poem mean" Approach

1. The students are assigned the poem to read before class.
2. The students are expected to come to class having read,

analyzed and reflected on the poem on their own.
3. The'teacher may ()inlay not read the poem aloud to the

class.

4. The teacher begins the Oa* study of the poem by
asking the student at they think the poem is saying
and what. parts of the poem supPdrt their
interpretation.

5..The teacher then has the class go through the pOem by
lines or sentences and day what each Means. It may also

. be necessary to define the Meanings of individual words.
6, The teacher next has the class point out and discuss

- the-important symbols and poetic- dexices in the poem.
J. The teacher may also ask dye students to describe the

on of the poem. 4
8. The teacher ends the studyrofthe poem by helping the

students state the meaOrig of the poem in a prose
sentence

9. The teacher goes n the next poem.

Throu0.1 out the class study of the poem the teacheracts as sort of
a monitor in helping the students find the right meanings and
arrive at the correct interpretation; The Verdents learn how to
analyze poems by being shown ii6410 develop their incomplete
understandings into the right ones. ,

With the procedure of the "meaning- approach laid out for
ikpeetion, one problem stands out Minediately The students are
given vet:), little. room in which temaneuver as they tryto develop
their individual appreciations. and understandings of poetry. The

'teacher-stands as the final authority on which interpretations are
right or wrong. Thus, it seems tha4 much of the essential
excitment of reading poetry is lost for dhe students. The joy of
discoveili is lessened by' the ever present voice of the teacher
making corrections, Perhaps the basic reason the "meaning"

4-proach has turned students away from poetry is tha't it does too
much of the Icarning for them and thus leaves them nothing to
enjoy.

/
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_ "hie Methods used in anv teaching approach to poetry., are
, based on its fundamental ideas about the nature cif poetry. kt the,

center of an "approlch is a plirticular %ley% of NI, hat a poem is Tla
iew dir&-ts and limits what we can find our about a poem becallk

it determines the kinds of questions that can be asked about the
poem. We learn to approach .poets through an established
procedure belie% inv, that the:answer.s we seek are the only answers-
possible. Thus, w hat we find ill anv ttit en poem Is no more than.

t our view of poetry allows us to find.
eti'w hat-does-this-poem-mean- approach limits the poem to
ns actually present' on the printed pan. It is based on the

view .hat all of the poem worthy of consideration is contained in
the Words used in YYritim, the poem and in the form in which the
words are arranged. The "'fie:ming- approach focuses on anal% ring
only what the words in the poem mean and ho'%%, the words,
symbols. ,and poetic de% ices relate to each other. The reader need
nut bring any thing of himself or of the outside world to his study
of the poem The poem is set Apart as a little world unto itself

The -meaning- approach also limits the relatiOnship between
the poem'and the world! of actual experience The miniature world
of the poem isseeiras (nib a reflection 4-the real world, it is a

representation drawl) from -the real world but is not to be
considered as a valid part of the yy the,p,perience in the
poem is created or imaginart and must lx. consiefered as n_ othimt
more thpn a picture of experience' Since the experience of the
poem cannot be taken as a real experience`. the priOry concern of
the approach'is in considering, the duality of tilt picture rather

in considering the picture in the conte1_of the rest of the
world -

. ,
fay !nutting the poem to the printed page and liv ing the

poem any, (hod contact voth the outside world! the !neatly
approach isolates the poetil as Omagh it were (RI a microscope
slide The reader does not establish an at tore personal relationship
with the poem because he can' (nth consider it objectively Since
the words of the poem -cannot lead Outward to. the world of
experience. they have no place to turn but inward to the world of
more words, the poem is forced back into itself like- a caged

VieAring Poems as self contained sy.imns makes the process inf
the "meaning- approach basically reductive Since a poem cannot

15



he considered in relation to the rest of the it must he
reduced through analysis and internal comparison to the smallest
esential tuna of its communication the word; of the poem are
studied to determine what other words the% lead to, the aim of
the process is to nariw the poem,down unto a statement, 'the
least number of words. of the "essencC of the poem II is as'
though the only way the reader can understand the poem is to
translate its words into other words that state its meaning Thus.
the "meaning' approach seems to imply that poems only 1117%e
%alue when the% hme been defined b% other worck

There seems to me to be something drastically wrong about a

reductive apprdach to poetry It implies that reading poems 6;
much like cracking walnuts The shell of a walnut is hard; as
%iewed by the "meaning approach. the words and form of a
poet are a shell that encases what a poem is saying. To get the
Meal from a walnut it is OCCICSSar% to crack open the shell. and to
find the meaning of a poem it is necessary to 'analy re or break the
poem down, It' this analog_ is carried to its concluson/the'poem
is of no mon-%alue that the pieces-of a broken walnut shell'and
should he discarded when 11* reader has gotten the meannig from
it It is difficult to see how a'reductive approach to poetry implies
apy thing other than a basic distru,st of the, poem's ability to
communicate for itself

A reductive approach to poetry is.especially wrong for use at
the high school le%el At a time w hen students should be exploring
poems to fiturthings they can like about them. they are taught to
reduce them to prose ks a result. most students conic away with a

negative impression of poetry The come to feel that theonIV
thing poems are good for pis tearing them down in ss to find
meanings that can be restated in prose `lost stuc nts quite

-,wnsibly begin to wonder why ,the ideas were not "tit en um prose
gun the first place and why anyone bothers to write poe is at all

The "meaning- approach is a more sophisticatell appioach to
poetry than most high school students have any reason fpr using
It is not intended to be used asf%k a% to simply Oad. exPlore,and
enjoy poem's hut t-is designed for use as a critical approach to
poetry Its reductive nature pro% ides a sy stematic way for scholars
and critics 10 judge the quality of writing in poems The approach
proceeds on the assumption that whoever uses it has a personal
interest injudgmg the artistic ment of poems

C(Insider'ing the way poetry has been taught through the
appronch. there is little reason to expect that 'many

I 6
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students would hate enough interest in it to want to cribie it. The
approach does not ro ide students with the opportunitY to find
Out if they personally like poems Rather. it assumes that they
already have sufficent interest in poetry to want to critiie it
Xny One who has ever taughl high school English knows this'is an

I. unwarranted assumption
In many ways the "meaning approach it,..If makes it next to

impossible fill- students to find something they like in poetry X

reductive approach to poetry not only lessens the value of
individual poems bu.t it also restricts the reader The "meaning''
approach allows for only an objectbe consideration of the poem
and does not offer any way to express its subjective content Such
an Impersonal approach to poetry places an unnecessary distance
between the reader and the poem

The "meaning" approach also prevents the students from ever
fin.ding out if they like poems because it approaches poetry
through the back door Students are taught to look at_poemis from
the back by seeing the parts before they get to see the ,whole
Going at poems from this direction hinders most students'
responses to poetry because they are kept so busy looking at the
trees that they never get to see if theTbrest is beautiful

Asking students to learn how a poem works before they hay e a
chance to look at poems to see if they want to learn how to study
poetry is the most unreasonable expectation of the "meaning''

,approach. For instance, no one would claim that all drivers need
to he mechanics before they can drive their cars.' It is probably
true that everybody would be better drivers if they were also
mechanics. but it is not true that all drivers need to be mechanics
to use and appreciate their cars. The people who do become
mechanics are people who like driving so much that they want to
know how cars work and how to tell a good car from a had one
The "meaning- approach does not give students a chance to learn
how to "drive" before demanding that they become "mechanics.

I slated earlier that we find in poems only what our view of
poetry allows us to find. If we are looking for reasons Why

7
ntudents dislike poetry. the answer may be simply /hat we have
not allowed them to see-enough of what is in any poem or allowed
them to close enough to any poem to like poetry. If students are
not interested in poetry. one of-the main reasons must be that the
"meaning" approach does not allow them to see poems in a 'way

---)

that answers their needs.
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I said at the end of an earlier section that from talking with
students in the classroom deYeloped a orettv good understanding
of why students dislike poetry I went on from there to point out
that the "meaning- approach was creating the problem and to
discuss how the approach made it difficult for students to ever like
poetr% But I never did say exactly what it was that I learned from
those students. I think perhaps I should try to state it now.

realized in talking to the students that as far as the% were
concerned we hale been approaching -poetry in the classroom in
exactly the wrong directum %Se' have presented poetry as r
something the students had to take as we taught it and make fit
into their lies regardless of howliad the fit seemed to them I

think we should limp been bringing poems to the studenh. rather
than making the students come to the poems. if we want them to
like poetry %Se have been teaching poetry for poetry's sake rather
than for the sake of our students

I am going to suggest a radical change m the attitude we as
teachers haye about teaching poetry If we do in fact feel that
something has to be done to make the classroom experience with
poetry more, re% arding. then we are going to hate to change our
attitudes to make other changes possible Ind the basic change I
thinlk we need to mAe is oneof getting our priorities straight 14
,terms of whY we art teaching poetry We haYe got to pile a
Lompletti turn aboutAind recognize that the only good reason for
teaching poetryis the needs of the students and not the needs of
the subject material

In the Mid chanter I am going to discuss the things I beheYe
such an attitude change will make possible For now it h enough
to say that I think looking at teaching poetr% from the view of.our
students' needs will answer mall% of the questions about how we
should be teaching poetry 1. world of new possibilities should
open up m (1w classroom when we begin to think of how poetry
fih our students heeds kid most promising of all. our students
might well find a reason to like poetry when we stop thinking we
haYe to force tt iNthem

V
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CHAPTER TWO

(th( not it )

If anything has been established thus far, it is that teaching,
poetry is generally a chore It is hard and usually unrewarding
work for teachers and too often a meaningless task for students
Most classes respond to poetry like they would respond to extra
days of school I am surprised that poetry has sunned as long as it
has in English classes. -

Why do we then continue to make the effort of teaching
poetry" It does not seem explanation enough to say that we keep
trying because the students need to know about 'weir,. since their
responses tell us how httle they feel they need to,know about the
subject Yet. we evidently have the hope that something will be
gained by forcing ourselves and our students through such
punishment.

I think we are working on faith a faith that grow out of the
times vve'te spent alone re-reading our favorite poems We know
poetry can be interesting, exciting. and, often, extremely moving.
we know because we hate experienced all of this We have
experienced this because poetry is uttimattty much more than A
lot of parts (hat need to be identified and a collection of words
that -can-,'with a lot of hard work. he pinned down to an exact
meaning. ,

%Ve read poetry not because it is difficult. but.because it has in it
more information about the essentials of being human than any
other form of expression. Poems are our most direct attempts to
deal with tlse aspects of our existence that are vital to the
human spirit We read them. ultimately. for their-4 spiritual
communication a communication in WhiCil we hope to find out
more about ourselves through the sounomt; board of their

19
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experiences
What better reason that than do we need for teaching poetry''

But it poems do have such a salve. then wh it is liming such a
hard-time making itself kimwn te, ourstudents' I think the answer
is that we base not done enough to help it come through We
base done every thing with poems except 'expose our students to
source of their value the human. spintival communication in
them

If we sant our students to find the salve ni poetry 'we are
going to base to show them how to come to poems as human
beings. not critics. %%hen students learn that theS can approach
poems with their own needs and their own feelings. just as we do
when we sit down to re-read our fasoriteihoems. I think the will
Understand why we have been tring to give them poetry for so
long. and more importantl. I think they will. be able to
understand poems

1

Since most liligi school students think there is nothing more to
poetr thal usele.."/ school work, helping them change that
attitude is not going to he east. Their experience with poems has
forced them into a pattern of negatne responses which sinus onto
other possibilities Tiles do not w.int what the base seen Of
noetr. and it wile hard to convince them that the\ can fu'd
something of saltttiWv looking further

Given that situation. how can we entice students into takli
another look at poems'Simpls telling them that they can find
Personal spiritual communication in poems will not be enough
Telling them that there gre other ways of looking at poems will
not help either I think that unless we start b giving students bat k
a sense of worth as readers. our efforts will fail to interest them

\fter years of feeling that the are not smart enough to read
poems. students need to be told that as hunton beings the are
fulls qualified to be readers The need to know that their ideas
and feelings are completely legitimate responses and are %LIt to
the process of poetry When we can convince students that poems
belong to them a much as to :Inv teacttyr or trine. we will have
our foot in the (1mi-toward gn mg thep:reason for poetrN

Rut getting students to let poetry in the house is onl the
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beginning we also ne d to let them know what thekan do ien
in the room with a i oem %Se can help them feel more at ease

. around poetry b% letting them know it iska to appn ..11 d

opoem and t to n s uke friends Ise hake sot to cut do n the
distance between the reader and the poem. or it will mt be
Possible for .tUdentti to experience the spiritual commune anon in
mletr

PoJtrk is not a high and sacred art form that can onlk le dewed
from a respectful distance ben Shakespeare knew he as writing
for the people in his audiences and not for scholars 31 d critics -ks

long as we let ma students continue thinking that pot trk is

something which belongs Ina world remo% ed from theirs the% are
rat going to hake the desire to read poems for themselses %se ha% e
got to make poems akarlable to stUdent 1)% gik mg them a new

los of poe t I-%
%Se need to let students in on the fact that poor% is onlk a form

of human communication It is one wa% in which men trs to share
ohm dews of the world with others. and the only was there can
be communication Is for the reader to trk out those % iews in
the world he sees Since poetr\ depends on human respon4;e for its
life. it is time we as teachers fvgan helping students work with
that response and concerned oursel% es less with teaching them
about "art

Communication Implies interaction. and students must be

allow ed to interact with poems Only then is the spiritual
communication possible The poem is not complete until the
reader has translated its words. not into other words. but into the
world of his own experience It takes the human touch of a reader
to bring poems to life the poem Ines in the-reader or not at all

There in lies the importance of the reader to poetr} % closed
kiew.of Poetry maintams that the poem is complete without the
reader. but that snuplk is not so % tree falling in the woods does
not make a sound without an ear to hear it. 'sand likewise. a poem
does not commumkatc unless its words -rekerberate against the
human Spirit of A reader F%oetrk is the interaction between poem
and reader. and it is like the human spirit alike. energetic and
fluid Poems are not Just static black letters on a white page

n open %sew of poetr} unpile...that poems are not statements.
but nos-sibilities for interaction and thus for communication I

think students hoi4lie open to such a %few. thek are d- of
being forced into a position where the hake to fistev to so one
else's ideas Thy hake* feelings and ideas of their own th the
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want' to hong to the yeadinft of poem. and an open %iew let. them
know that the% tan take p:Trt ..----

Stutlent. tan Ix more open to poems when %%e_......t:344--cifir%;: them
Tat poem. are open to them Lettini4.tudents now the% share in

t {trove.. of poetr% Lompieting poem. with them resfmnscs
doe. thi. I think .tudent. will feel the% can do somethine worth
their time with poem. when the rahi thy L J11 take pocill out
of the IA ()rid 01 Jihtract Idea's on the printed page and put thebm
into their ()wit-human Lome t

;., JR inv. our students a new %ie%0 of poem. and of them.ekes a.
re ler. is a ,..food beginninu toward. helpimi them find the %alue of

i
poet r% But we cannot top there hetaiNe .1 11(:% % WM, alone is not
enoin.th

N bile the new I. leV4 111.1 KC', re" aniline contact be I V4 CC II NI Udell ts
and poem. po..Ible it doek not in.41-e that the .tudents will he
Nutt e..ful with the poem. the read tp.the al...room Onl% when
we can al.o offer our student. a V% 3% :tit th,st 0%01-m2 the spirlftl al
%alue of their r.eadim2 will we he on the road to helping them
reahre the potential in their mterat him With poem. Our problem'
therefore. is. to trod a new and more nceaningful approach to
worlzdnu with poem in the cla.,room

If dn. new approach N going to help the student reLoginie the
iritualAommunitation of a poem. then it rpu.t brit help him get
hi, know leth-le ut the poem out in the open %%-liere he can deal with
It It N oh% iou. that the approach w III lia%: to'pro%ide a V4a for the
indi%id,u3Itudent to e \ nand on hi readmi: h% rportme back on
it Ind the moot prat trt al mean. to that end N the .imple.1 hat
the .tudent. disco.. the pueThs the hate read with the elass

But random di.tus.ion h% 'twit- is not a reliable+ wa% to get a
'student to e\preNs his aw afeiles' of a poem', .pirmial
t ommumcation Since flu. approach want. to help' the student
retognue in particular theemmitual % Am: of the poems he read. it
mu.t hae a focus of discussion that will help him itio%e in that
direction Such a feicti,. will not be ea.% to tome W. howe%er
bet aim. it mu.t Nati* two, requirement. to fulfill it. purpose.

I irst this tot u. +mkt allow the student to dissyN. Ins
knowledge of a 11K1CM in a C011te1.1 that will maintain the Nosmut
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cin%ohement he had w hen he read the poen, knil set old. it must
rUP2 Out the information about the poem that will make the

poeyn-, spiritual (.4)111111unit atom atailable, to the ,student
I think %e Lan best .ere the Mills of our approach h% taking

them: !weds one at a tulle SHILL tile foremost LItikerli id the
.approathls that it work for the student it seems Iiipi...al to begin
h% tr% mg to find a lOklls that %%di make .1 disCUsslinl a matter of
personal concern fur him Ind as we alread% knoW that the tritkal
approach s emphasis on artistk qualm is net %%Mt %% need. I

sugge24 that, we go hat k. to the classroom to look for a MOre
rew ardint! possibilit%

In .111 classroom sttu.ituon IMuhlipz poetr% there are three-bask
elements the student %% ho as I 11.1%e :dread% estahlished is not
greLith interoted 111 about other people's ideas the
teat her who Lome, to the Llassruom with,her pretunteived ideas
aixiut the poems -she teat hes and those gr1/11(), id words we tail

poems For the purpose of a disc ussion of poetr% th.it would
interest and., tmohe students whitn of the alioe seem the best
.tartill'! 1)01111

I he situation presents its o%ii answer Obtiousl% the first
elementitis defined knocks out .111% Lonsideratom of the second
a srartinu point Std suite students are not hkel% to he alp more
interested in talking about words on paper 'than the% are other
people's ideas the third alternatPe is also eliminated I sus for
fetter or worse we must ,.10 hark to the first element and begun to
look at the student himself. and his e\periente as the hest st.irtinu !
nOlnt fur a produt toe Llassroom dist ussion of poetrs.

Let me emphasise m% point with an analog% Sat wt are
1cm:hurl a &muse in air conditioners and our ohjeLtite i's' that we
want the students to be aware of the benefits 01 those maLhmes
%Se certainl% would not evett the students to know the %aloe of
being tooled h taking the machine apart and stud% mg its parts
\either would we e%, 'wet them to be aware of the benefit of the
air conditioner b% beim! told %% hat it means to be cooled %Se

%mild turn the air conditioner on and let ;he students stand in
front of it. and then we would ask them if the% felt ani.thing

I suggest that students are like etertolle eke in that the want
to Troath things from the point of %ley. of how it relates to
them %Se ha%e been lookunf for %1;1% to 111Ohe students in
discussions about poems 1shat better wa% &mild there he to
them itilto talkintf than to start with something the% know
personall% and are likel% to be Interested their ()yin



epenences with. and reactions to. the poems the., read',
Back to the air conditioner -- if we wanted to know it a student

had ret en ed all of the benefit of the air conditurer. we would
nut ask him to talk about thcq,machme we would ask him to talk
about himself and his eberieme Sometimlit happened to the
student in front of the air «mditoner that he 1.an talk about
because it is his own eperiellee Somethings happens to a person
who reads a poem too and he is equall qualified to talk of his
know ledv.e of the potin till-1)60i that epenence

But 'can the student become aware ` oft- the suatual
commumcation,of a poem thromth a 'discussion that focuses on his
(noel-fence as its reader'

; ..I think the answer to that question is clearl indicated bs the
-ft of poems on M, hICh this 11 approach is-based The spiritual
benefit of a poem is in what the student e \pet-lend:4e when he read
the poem be( apse COMIllinlICati011 took place in that interact um
1 Ifus the student's elpenence of a poem is Well worth discussinu
as a .Hume of information about the poem's commcfmtation

The things that happened to the student as he "read the poem
were not accidental The poem brought the reader The (mom-11m
to per;onalh e 't pCrICI4e the iew that its words geprewnt lind
because the ripder is an ale and sensitise humapbeinv.,. he was
more than just passik el( aw 'he responded to w1it wa's offered
hr 0xThrowah that inter:1i . the wm ie and the reader created, -
the ewenence that the read lied mmed out for that moment of his
life

I he thoughts. feelings and sensations that make up the
student's experience %%hen he reads a poem ,are the rii,tWin's
communication The must lx disitised because the poem incites
those human responses as spiritual informatitin about the
partkular iew if N Ming to communicaw If the W)em needs the
reader's response to tom munkate..- then it follo%tisfhat the reader
needs to know about his own eyerle144 to -be aware of the
-c,ummunication he has recened

sing the reader's e \periencu of a poem as Ott focus of
discussion in a new classroom approach to pocOrt fulfills the
promise we made our students when we 1.,!.ne them' a new few of
poems The students can not help but be on ohecfiiin the spiritual
communications of poems throwth such discuss IA because the
will he talking about li, the poems. affected them as human
spirits nd how could we otter our students better access to the

Iiie nt poets than an approach that uses the pprt of their lo es
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1,tha they devote to reading poems as the key to awareness and
unde tanding.

4

As teachers and as readers ourselves..we assume that every poem
is trying to communicate something. But at the same time. we
recognize. because of our own frustrations with the limitations of
language. that receiving communication and understanding'it do
not necessarily occur as one process. Thu's. we realize that our
students are) not only going to need the opportunity to discuss
their experiences with poems but that they are also going to need
sOrne kind of method fpr exploring the communication in those

-

experiences.
To help students ith their explorations of poems. am

suggesting a classroo approach to discussion that caH

"expanding poems Th "meaning" approach tries to Understand
the communication of poetry by isolating it and remos ing it from
the poem. But an approach that has to reduce poems to
understand them does so at the cost of losing touch with both
poem and reader and thus the process of communication. Instead.
I think we should offer our students a method of recognizing
poetic communication that uses the reader's experience as the
focal point for expanding his awareness of all that took place in his
interaction with a poem

While I call the approach. "'expanding poems It is actually not
the poems themselves that are expanded through the student's
exploration. In a sense, any poem that a student has read is
already expanded because through,interaciton it ha) become part
of the student's life and the student's responses ha%e become part
of its information. Rather it is the student who needs to expand.
his awareness of the poem because es en though he took part in the
process of the poem's communication that communication is not
going to suddenly appear to him like a message in magic ink that is
held up to a light.

The method I Suggest is simply a process of progressive
exploration whereby the student can bnng the information he has
received about a poem's communication to the conscious level
The student starts with the most readily :tunable information he
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has about his experience with a poem'- his feelings and develops
his awareness to where he can ,re nice how the words of the
poem influenced his interaction the poem. By using the
method in classroom discussion. the student should be able to
follow his responses back through hii,interaction with a poem and
thus expand his awareness of how Fl 4i experience with the poem
represents the view the poem is tryin4to communicate.

I could go, on to say why believethis method offers students a

way to lift poems from the page and thereby expand them beyond
the limitations of language. butil-leel we have reached the point
where such discussion cannot give us any further insight into the
workings of the approach, Therefore, I want to move to
description and try to give you a more concrete explanation of
how "expanding poems- can Jo& and sound in action. I am going
to sketch out the basic form theptoach takes when I use it in
the classroom. To also give you a perspective on how The outline
illustrates the approach.1 want to preface the outline with three
.points of e.

First, tilt Sketch I am going to give is not the step-by-step of an
exact equation for studying poems. but simply a Working example
of the unrWrictive and unprogramed approach to. poems which
we have been discus-sinri am not offering the particulars of my
teaching procedure to suggest)that they themselves should be
adopted vOrbatitn as the oni) successful way to approach 'poems. I
only want- to shov, that the student-centered attitude about
teaching poetry can 'work, naturally and productively in the
'classroom Y

I also want to point out that this outline is a }cries of questions
and not ajist of instructionsi:The questions, are intended to help
students:discover poems forlihemselves,and on their own terms
and not -to lead them by the hand throbgh the correct material.
1 here can be nothing but=,questions in this approach because its
aim is exploration and not,- some preconceived 'conclusion By
showing that my method is to'aslc and not to tell. I want to
emphasize that what happens in this approach to poems,Must Take
place in the NtUdVAS

And thirdly , I want to explain dhat the outline I am giving not
Important for itself but for Vie direction its questions represent
The Approach I am suggesting is cumulative and develops in three
basic progressions 'It begins with uhat is closest to the student, his
own experience with a poem. 'helps him move outward to expand
his awareness include the lagguage of the poem that is



, counicating to him, and then hopefulkITrings In means
of his Own exploration to . point of consciousness that ' as not
previously a part of his experience. This outline is meaningless
unless its is seen as merely an illustration of ink suggestion
that the linlk way poems should be approached in the classroom is
with the indRidnal student as the point df.reference

Now we come to the outline itself throughout this outline I

am going to speak in terms of a single student I will do so eeii
though the approach is designed for use with a whole class becnse
the success' of the approach in the classroom depends on Ivhat
happens aith the, individual student

Expanding Poems

I hand the student a poem and hake him read it at least twice I

read it aloud also. The first thing I try to help the student do after
he has read a poem is stop long enough to notice his own response
to the poem. I .want him to begin his exploration of the poem 1)5
recouniiing his own involvement with the poem To that end I ask
the-fallowing question.

I How dicr}isltriett after you read lite poem'

This first question can take a number of different forms, such
as How do you feel about the poem? N, hat effect did the poem
hake on you? What is k our first impression of the poem" or
simply , Did the poem make k on feel any thing" I he important
thing about the opening question is that it should help the student
recognise that he is in contact with the poem through his feelings

The second' question continues the focus on helping the student
explore his experience withd poem It is the logical expansion
of the student's awareness from the first question The student fjlt
something* when he read the poem, and it follows that
ui4derstanding his experience with thepoem would include asking
why he felt what he did.,This is the question I usually use to help
the student get at the source of his feelings

2 What was ;oink in the limn that made ) ou respond ib,kou
did?

The purpose of this question is to explore the poem as a human
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event. Feelings do not jist a r by themselves; they come with
higman. situations The student will know more about his
experience 'ei :h a pitem.q hen he recognizes the situation in which
his feelings oLlirred The poem is part of his life becamse he did
hot just interact with words but with the people. places and things
vs Inch the words represent....

.To help the student discover what .happ lied to him with the
iipem. .1 suggest -that he continue exploring he second question by
dev...ribing the firings that make up the situation of the poem The
simplest way to lay out thee poem as a 'situation is to find the
standard elements ltting,- character's, and story. With this
wareness of what was going on ih the expanded poeth. the

student should be3ably.,io see the spiritual event that brought
about his response

The first two questions open the way for a different kind of
exploration in the third question Virile the human situation of a

'poem not peopled br words.. it is created, for th'e reader by
wads. When the student ha's looked at the poem as a whole
experience, he then has reason for sharpening I* awareness of the
poem.by4kookinrat flu) parts that make up the whole. He is ready
to:explore how the words and poetic de-vices the language of the
poem worked together to create the poem he experienced.

\I'm The third question is intended to help the student explore the
unity of language that made up the effect of the poem. The poem
affected the student as one experience because,he responded to its ;

.words and poetic devices which were working together to create a
single total effect By looking at those smaller effects individually
and in terms of how they relate to one another. the student should
have a bettero,understanding of what the poem was trying to
communicate to him through his experience with it

I use a question sinuhar to the follo-wing to help the student
explore the parts of a poem and then put it back together;

3. _What were tAe important things'in the language of the noeM
that influenced the feeling you got front the poem'

I do not give the student a list of poetic devices and ask him to
-find them in the poem. I want him to explore the language of the
poem from the point of view of his feeling about the poem. The
purpose of thk question is to help the student recognize the words'.
and poetic devices he risponded 'to as part of his total response to
the poem By keeping his feMings tts the guide to his exploration

2
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the student can look Alithe parts of the poem without taking it
apart.

In the third question I do not assume that the student has a
specialized knowledge of poetic devices. L have. however, tried to
introduce him to five tecRniques of poetic language, that are used
for their effectiveness. As I introduce the student to the approach
of expanding poems I will often suggest that he notice how the
following can influence his experienee-

tonethe tone of voice of the speaker or the mood of the
situation

imagethe descriptive language used in picturing setting
and characterization

associationwords that are used because of the feelings we
connect with them

metaphorthe use of comparison for description or
characterization (including simile and per-

,
sonification)

sound deviceswords or word combinations that are used
because their sounds convey a particular
impression

All I want The student to be aware of in exploring poetic language
is that words not only denote meanings but can also connote an
impression and that their dual nature is important to the effect of
a poem on the reader-

The fourth question is prOliably the most open-ended of all
these questions 'As a teacher-I have done all I can do to help the
student get the information he needs Jo have, to have an

understanding of the poem. From this point on what the student
does With hk awareness of the experience he has had with the
poem is a matter of his individual needs and interests.

In this last development of 'the exploration of a poemiall I can
do is try to give the student the opportunity to express what he
feels he has derived from the poem. To give the student an
opening for expressing the %poem's significance to him. I use the
following general question as a starter

4. What do-you make-of all you've found and felt in this poem`'

As I said the fourth question is very broad. I usually follow it
with Aer-questions of more specific nature to help the student
approach his information from different angles'

What kind of experience do you think'this poem represents?
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V' hat do on think is the poet's )iew of this experience?
How is the ex perionce of this poem significant to von?
Has this poem helped ) on see any thing you can talk about?

There are an endless number of questions that could be used here.
but the best are the ones the student poses himself

This outline cannot do any more.than gne a general innication
of the nature of expanding, poems. It is just the bones of the
approach without the meat of actual use to bring it to life. In the
next four chapters 1 am going to try to show how I would fill in
this famework with students and poems in a classroom situation.

5

Before I leave this chapter, I want to offeL you one more thing.
I have expended h great many words in my effort to talk about an
attitude I think is vital to reading or teaching poems. Behind all
these words I have been trying to communicate m) belief that
poetry cannot be alive in the classroom unless it is approached as a
livinp. breathing, active thing The poem is a part of the student's
life or it has no life

Prose sometimes disappoints me because it is hard to say a thing
logically and still say it with strong feeling. Since I am trying to
communicate an attitude in this book. you might take it'as a lack
of faith in m) own prose if I were to bring in'a poem I think
communi(ates,everytking I have been trying to express. I offer this
poem by William Matthews anyway.

The Search Party

I wondered if the others felt

NATERIA REMOVED DUE TO COPYRIGHT RESTRICTIONS
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CHAPTER THREE

(_the first (lass)

1

The approach to poems I have been trying to discuss and
describe is more than just a theory or an attitude. I belie;e that
"expanding" poems is a good way to approach teaching poetry
because I have seen it work in the classroom. And thus. I think
there is no better way to show you why I am suggesting this
approach than to take it back to the clas.sronm where it belongs.
. I am going to devote the next four chapters to four days of
Classroom work with poetry. Each day j will try to show how I
introduce and then work with one of the four stages of
development in the approach. You can help me in this
demonstration by coming to the class sessions as a student. If this
learning experience is successful, then you will hopefully be able.
to see more than I could ever say about expanding poems.

The first day of class will be built around the first question of
the. outline in Chapter Two. I am going to spend a whole class
meeting on that single question. "How did you feel after you read
the poem?" because it is in that question that the approach either
wins or loses with both student and poem. The student cannot
expand a poem he does not know how to get in. touch with.

This approach depends on something more basic than the
student's discovery of poetry and that is his discovery of his Own
feelings. In expanding. poems the student works with the
information in those feelings as much as he does with any poem.
Thus we are going to start this unit by trying to help the student
learn to listen to what his feelings have to tell him. Of course we
are going to listen to some poems too.

1.
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The Frst Day

Before we jump into some poems,1 think we shOuld take a look
at writing in general_ Let us start by assuming that anything we
write for other people we write because we want to communicate.
There are a number of different kinds of writing, and it might help
us to first try to decide some of the things we expect from the
different kinds of writing.

We write letters and dotes mainly to communicate information.
We write stories and narratives to describe situations and events.
And we write papers, not just because the teacher tells us to, but
because in order totget a good grade we have to express our ideas
and show we've leaffled something.

What are we' to ing to communicate or express when we wnte
poems7

Poems do more than just convey information, tell stories or
express ideas. They must or we would have no reason for reading
them. We've got perfectly good ways of communicating those
things, and it would not seem sensible to try to use poems to do
something that we can already do better in another way.

Then what part of our hes do we expec t to find expressed when
Ie read poems'

We read poems mainly because they express how we feel. There
can be information, stories and ideas in poems, but the first thing
we expect to find when we read a poem is some kind of feeling.
And we continue reading poems because we are looking for
expressions of feelings that we recognize as our own.

How do poems express feelings'

That's a hard question. Maybe we should firs.t discuss the
business of talking about our feelings in general. Let's say
something important happens in your life you fall in or out of
love; your grandmother gets Mil over by a truck; or your father
tells you not to leave the house at night for six weeks and you
want to tell your best friend about your feelings. So you sit down
and try to communicate to him exactly what is going on inside
you.
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DO 1011 Juid it cast to talk al nit tour feehngs and get other
people to understand them '

. Most people don't. and they give a lot of different reasons why
54 hard for them to communicate their feelings. Some say

there aren't enough words: others say that they just can'Pfind the
right words, and a few paranoids'contend that it's because no one
understands them.

Let's look at the situation of you trying to tell }our friend how
you feel and see if we can find out what goes wrong. There are
three characters in this little play: you. your friend, and the
language you both are speaking. One of these three is not holding
up its end.

Do Jou go attar with tile sense that t rat were unable to "nuke
tour friend understand lum tou feel because tou are a defective
person and don't hate the milt part for talking about feelings, (Jr
because your friend is dumb and can't understand Intuit of
an thing, or pi'rhaps because thc,languai:c won't stork like toil
vtant'

Nobody is going to admit that he is a defective person. And
if your friend is that dumb then you probably should get anoth r
one Thus, the problem must be the language Let's look at t
nature of language to see if we can find out why your feelings
don't always seem to fit into words.

Language is a funny thing Every body has one he uses. and thus
we an tend to start thinking that it belongs to us alone. But it
doesn't: a language belongs to everybody who uses it. If all the
people in a country or a culture are going to use the same
language. then they are all going to to have to have some general
idea of what its words mean. And if a language is piing to be
general enough for every body to use. it can't always be specific
enough to fit our individual needs

To talk to other people in a language, you have to give up some
exactness in talking about your ideas and feelings so they'll be able
to have some understanding of what you are saying The only way
to get around the generality of language is to have a language- all
your own Then nobody could talk to you unless they cared
enough about you to learn your language

So as human beings we learn that we are going to have trouble
talking about our feelings and that we will have to look for other
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means of expression to get around the inability of language to
describe our feelings exactly in ordinary speech. The best way
we've found to transcend that problem seems to be poetry. So
now we are back to an earlier qiiestion and it's gotten even
harder ..

If Jou can't cat how t en( feel, hoti can t n express
a poem'

t our _feeling in

A poem is made up of words. and we already know that words
won't do exactly what we want them to do So poems must have
some advantage over individual words. Another way of putting the
question above would, be to ask. "How can you communicate
something you can't say" Or in the case of our feelings. we could
ask

Hun can t(')u let Nomehodi know how t(nire fechng when tou
can't tell them how tou're feeling

We usually don't try to say directly how we are feeling; we
home at our friend from another angle. We try to let people know

ow we're feeling by making them feel. as closely as possible. the
same thing. Rather than just saying. "I feel like this. we describe
what happened to us so they'll unddlibtand what caused our feeling.
and, if they put themselves in our place. probably feel much the
same as we did.

And that's how poems express our feelings They don't say the
'feeling directly: they re-create the situation of the feeling and let
the reader have the experience of the feeling himself

4. German writer named Burkhardt' said. "If language were
perfect. there would be no reason for poetry:: That is a good
explanation of what poetry does It takes up'the slack left by the
language. Poetry gives us a way of expressing our feelings that is
better than just words by themselves.

Now let's talk about reading poems. and remember we have
established that a poem is intended to make you feel something.
Someone hands you a poein and you read it over a couple of

.tirnes

What's the first thing loci should ask toursell at ter tou'te read
a poem
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I know %ou'%e been asking %ourself. "%Slut does athis poem
mean, but have %ou forgotten that a poem communicates b%
making ou feel something' Ma% be we aren't stopping -long
enough to to listen to the poem Let's see if this will help The
first thing we do after %se read a poem is get quiet with ourselves
and ask. "How does this poem make me feel?"

At the %er first don't worn about what the poem is sa%ing in
words, worm about hearing what the poem has comitinnicated
through sour feelings % hen %ou first meet a person. %ou don't
kriow them well enough to sa% evictl who the are. but e%en
from first exposure ou have air impression about them And %ou
start With that impression and tr% to get to know more about the
person

Poems create impressions on %ou too That meatus that after
first contact, with a poem. on not onl% ha%e_40 read the poem.

ou have to read %ourself too Listening to how ou feel is the
onl% wa% %ou can find out what kind of impression the poem
made on

But reading % our own feelings IN possibl the hardest part of
reading poems . aren't in the habit of noticing how we feel Nse
are constantl responding to the things that happen in our lives,
but we seldom stop long enough to notice how we responded So
when somebod!, asks us what we feel, we have to make a special
effort to find out because we haven't been pa%ing attention

%Shen ou first start tr%ing to notice our feelings after ou'%e
read a poem. don't ewect to find evict :ords for them If there
were eact words-for what a poem makes ou feel, the poet would
have used them in the first place The best ou.can hope for at
first N to get an indication of the direction of %our feelings and
ma%he some idea of how strong the are

To help ou get started noticing. I suggest a little gadget
invented. Let's sa% otise got a meter in the middle of sour chest
The right side, of the meter ,as up and the left side sa% s down
\nd he re' s a needle in the middle that points to the'tOp of the
dial L%er thing that comes along in %our life makes ou feel
something and e%er thing ou feel makes that needle nuke
Sometimes. the needle mo%e- a lot and other times it barer
jiggles But e%er.% thing that happens to %ou makes the needle go in
one direction or another

Ber% time %ou read a poem. %ou can check that meter to see
which w al. the needle inmed and how far The poem could make

41; ou feel up or down. good or had. happy or sad The important
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thing is to get some idea of what the poem made you feel because
when you find out the direction of y our feelings y ou then have a
better understanding of the kind of impression the Nem made on
y ou.

If you want to know even more about how the poem made you
feel. you can read it again and try to find words of your own to
describe your feelings You usually won't be able to pin what you
feel down to an exact word. but the effort of trying to describe
your feelings gets you closer to the poem and yourself. and the
only way to find out what a poem is trying to communicate is to
get in there and take part in what is happening.

What do ,oti tilt k il the hardt.Nt part about reach,: poem'

I think most people would say "Understanding them I also
lethink the reason that most peop feel like they have trouble

understanding poems is that they on't try to find out how they
feel about a poem before they try to understand it. You don't
have to completely understand a poem to get a feeling from it, but
you do have to recognize your own feelings before you can really
understand a poem

When something happens to t ou in y Our life. you respond to it
immediately, and yaiur first response is usually a feeling. You may
not understand what happened. but you have a feeling about it,
and you often use 'that feeling,as a guide to how you react A full
understanding of what happened is usually the last thing you get I
suggest that reading poems works in the same way.

I am going to give you two poems to rea4. and I would like for
you to read them twice You probably wiTh'eunderstand fully
what is going on in either one after two readings. and I don't want
you-to try yet. Concentrate on noticing how the poems make you
feel. The first is by Lennart Bruce and the second is by William
Carlos Williams

Moments of doubt

in front of the toothpaste tube .

of my dead father

I still remember
my hesitation
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what to do with it.
practically full?

from Tennessee Poetry Journal

This is Just to Say

wave eaten

ILTERIAL RE1(07ED DUE TO COPYRIGHT RESTRICTIONS

from Selected Poems

Did toil get a feeling from the two poems '

Perhaps that's not a fair question Let's compare the two poems
and see if they made you feel the same.

Which of the poems made tou.kel better

To restate the question in terms of that meter in your chest.
you could ask yourself if one of the poems made you feel,up and
one made you feel down. "Moments of Doubt" probably did not
make you feel very up. Let's go further with the poem and see if
we can find out what about it made I,ou feel down.

is there ant tiling going on m the poem "thintents of Doubt:* that
vtould tend to make t nu feel dolt
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A man is standing in front of the mirror brushing his teeth. He
picks up thee tube of toothpaste and realizes that this toothpaste,
belonged to his fattier who ,died. probably recently He can't
decide whether or pot to use theloothpaste.

Will JO ti oil think the qua hesitated about usrri; the prat/waste

The toothpaste belonged to his father who ts.dead. The man
may hale felt that if he used the toothpaste up that would be one
more thing that belonged to his father which he would no longer
ha%e. After people we lose die: we often keep things they owned
around as remembrances

Can jou find a It ord to des( rthe lour dolt n ieeling about what IS

41)111Z ()11 In i/nc poem

A tube of toothpaste d sn't seem Itke a very important
memento, so you probabl didn't feel anguish However, that
toothpaste is connected ith the loss of loved one, and so you
must have felt some dnes.s oser the death. Since a tube of
toothpaste is only tube of toothpaste, the uncertainty or
confusion you felt as probably only momentary. Then you went
on about y our bus ess.

Would toiAhal used the tube of toothpaste '

Your re one to "This Is Just to .Say- was probably quite
different om your response to the toothpaste poem. I doubt if
4he plu poem made you feel sadness and grief like the first onea
did. In act,'I would imagine you felt up and postive after reading
"Thi Is Just to Say.- Let's look at the poem to see if we can find
out by a poem which doesn't seem to be about a very lifting
su eject can make you feel lifted.

What is going on in tins poem that toll would he Iikelt to hare a
strong response

A man found some plums in the refrigerator and he wanted to
eat them He knew, however, ihat the plums belongedlo someone
eke who was saving them to eat themselves The man ate the
plums anyway. So far there doesn't seem to anything very happy
about this poem
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It (old rriiA. t It('

.Aftei the man ate the plums he left a note say Mg that he Was
sorry. He cared enough about die person to whom the plums
belonged to tell them YS hat he had done and apologize for it. That
doesn't seem like much until you realise that he could have. as
many people would haw done. either tried to hide what he had
done or just run off without say 412 any thing Read the last four
lines of the'poem aloud and see if they are the part of the poem
that makes evert thing seem okay

It 1 ili tt c'rt: (111: perNilll tt li l ult I1( d the frhims wcold oti be tvr

Lit tilt' Wail fir tt ouLl t ortti fru

The person who owned the plums probably also cared %ery
much for the man who ate them This person. possibly his wife.
would know. because he 'left the note. that he did not eat the
plums to be mean to her Mot likely she would smile at his
weakness and forgPe him, slie might e%en be pleased because he
enjoyed the plums.

The impression a poem creates for the reader is an important
part of its character. That impressioir can lead y ou to get to know
the poem getter "Moments of Doubt- leases a sad impression and
"This k Just to Say- ties you a happier one From that basic
informal on about the poems ou could tell they were muting sir

different irections before you knew exactly w hat their words
were sat ins

s look at another poem After ou time read this poem
twice. o not look bac-k at it until 1 oil ha%e looked inside %ourself
fur mime indication of what-is going on Listen to your own
feelings and y ou will find the beginnings of the poem's
communication This poem is b% James %%right

I Tr% to %aken and,Greet the N orki Once \gam

ln a pine tree

wmovFD -.7, Tr r_:
RESTRICTiOlIS
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MATERNAL REMOVED DUE TO -COFfkICHT RESTRICTIONS

from Collected Poems

Dcl WriOrt's poem make loll Icel up ,r am/2

The poem leaves you with a positive feeling, Yoti might ,not
want to say.that the poem makes you happy, but you certainly do
not feel worse than you did before reading it Something in the
poem creates an impression of strength, and security. Go back and
read just the title of the poem.

Dues the tl 114' scan sal! C'

'I Try to Waken and Greet the World Once Again" is not a very
lifting statement If you have to make an effort to face the world:
then you must,not feel 1. ery good about doing it. But in spite of
the title. you come away from the poem feeling lifted.

'1Jter the rather down st temenl ur the title, what happeric in the
pocni Mut woutcl cause 14rour feelins to rse

Let's say you're the man in the poem You've just gotten up
and you're trying to get yourself together enough to go out into
the world and do something you are not looking forward to doihg
You walk past the window and see a. blue jay jumping up and
down on z branch. You laugh.

What is It about that blue 'al that caused lour feelings to change
jrum clespression to laughter'

Are you some kind of put whe really gets' excited about birds
and seeing the blue jay turns yo6 onr Unless you're a bird .wa tcher
and blue jay is very rare, it doesn't seem likely that just seeing the

,,bird would make your day

A the blue jai doing something that Inakes'iuu feel better'

That bird is out there on that branch jumping up and down like
he doesn't know the world is a place full of troubles. He got, a
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Branch he likes,, he's it. and he clearly enjoying
himself.

.

Bi freelv pumping up and down on the branch. what does the blue
lui 5.1low tha4 he 'knt)ws about branch that the man has
forgotten,a,bout

Things that, happen in the world influence our feelings. Poems
are like all the other paris of our world. When we jump right in
,atter we'read- a poem and ask "what does this poem mean we are
forgetting, that poems, jtist like that blue jay, cause things to

- happen inside us. The feelings we get frOm reading a poem are the
best way we have of knowing that something has happened to Us
that we want to know more about

In, looking at the last poem I asked you to do something that
mt you right up/against any feelings that the poem was tryikg to
communicate., I suggested that you put yourselfin the poem It
would ceNtainly 'seem that the best way to find out what is going
oniin 'a poem would be to get in there in the middle:of it.

We are _going to look at one tiwre poem taltiay,t.and I am again
going to ask you to let yourself become the "r. in the poem. The
firt time you read the poem, just read to see what is there. The
second timeAround. say; "This is happening to Then you can
report back on-what you feel from direct experience.

This is one of William Stafford's best known poems

Traveling through the Dark

Traveling through_the.darli'l found a deer

MATERIAL 11.1.%I.C.NED
.1.71.7, TO COPYRIGHT s RESTRICTICLS'
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MATERIAL REMOVED DUE TO COPYRIGHT RESTRICTI011$

from Traveling through the Dark

'This time let's concentrate on finding out everything we can
about your feelings for this poem. I want us to follow them as far
as we can before we say anything about the poem itself.

p

Did you have any trouble telling which way the needle on that
meter in your chest went with this poem?

I imagine the needle went pretty far down. You may be feeling
somewhat upset and disturbed. I think it is important fortis to pin
down as closely as we can the kind of discotnfort you are feeling.

Run different words through your mind to see which one comes
the closest to describing yotis,feeling

The feeling I have after reading "traveling.through the Dark" is
definitely one of sadness. But,, it's not grief like I would feel over
the death of a friend. Maybe saying that I am really. bothered by
what happens in the poem comes closer to describing my feeling. I
think I'm bothered because there doesn't appear to any way to
avoid what happens. I want to do something hange the
Situation and ,kfloiv I can't; sd maybe I am also f helpless. It
doesn't help brPtealfze that what happened had to be. I am in
conflict because I want to go two ways at once. Perhaps my
feelings can best be described as frustration.

Can you think of any way to avoid what happens at the end of the
Ipoem?

I would,suggest that you read this poem again. We aren't going
to try to do anything more with in this class meeting. It is a
complex poem and I, think we peed to look at ways of talking
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about events and situations in poems before we try to decide why
this poem made us feel as we did.

I want to end our discussion of using our feelings a way to
understand poems with this general thought. I think thak loci often
we tend to see poems as somebody else's feelings. We re d poems
to find expressions of our own feelings but usually we I on' let
ourselves get close enough to a poem to see if its feelin f . be

ours.
I think the only way to find out if we do recognize the feeling

in a poem is to get in there and try it out. And the best way to try
on the feeling of a poem is to participate in the poem. Poetry
doesn't just communicate by tellir44, you something, it
communicates by offering you an experience and asking you to
take part.

Perhaps my suggest* will make more sense if you try it out
yourself. I offer the following two poems -tor your personal
reading. They are for you to look at on your own.

The first is a longer poem by James Wright.

Lying in a Hammock at William Duffy's
Farm in Pine Island, Minnesota

Over my head, I see the bronze butterfly,

MATERIAL' REM0v7r 7, TO COPYRIGHT RESTRICTIOli

from The Collected Poems
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Remember that these poems cannot communicate to you if you
refuse to take part in whaf they offer. You can't expect to be able
to stand back from a poem and get much from it. You have to
meet a poem half way.

Try doing just that with this poem by David Ignatow.

The Life Dance

I see bubbling out of the ground

MATERIAL REMOVED DUE TO COPYRIGHT RESTRICTIONS

from-Rescue the Dead
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CHAPTER FOUR

( the second class)

I

In this second class meeting I want to show the student how to
find his way into the forest of the expanded poem. Our first class
session brought the student to the edge of the forest where he
stood outside the poem looking at it and trying to decide how he
felt about it. When he has learned how to use his feelings to find
out what kind of forest he is 16oking at, I think the student is
ready to enter poems and explore them from the inside.

Once the student is able to locate and identify his feelings about
poems. he needs to know how to use that information to further
understand poems. For our work in this class, I will use the second
question from the outline in Chapter Two to show the student
hoW to follow his feelings back to their sources in poems. I want
the student to learn to use his feelings about a poem as a guide for
determining what happened in his experience with the expanded
poem.

The purpose of this second class is not just to show the student
how to get inside an expanded poem. I also want the student to
recognize from his work with the second question that when he
discusses the situation of a poem he is not just talking about a
group of words; he is exploring a human event in which he plays
a part. I think it is essential to the student's understanding of a
poem that he be re. minded that he must have believed in the
reality of what was taking place in the poem or he would not have
responded to it with his feelings.
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The Second Day

I want to continue showing you how you can use yourself - the
reader as a source of information about poems. We have looked
at the way your own feelings about a poem can tell you much
about its communication. I want to take those feelings one step
closer to the poem and show you that you can also increase your
understanding of a poem by recognizing where your feelings came
from.

Let's start by saying that 'since poems are communication about
,human life, we are going to continue looking at them as we would
anything else that happens in our lives. 'As we said earlier, when
something happens to you, you have that first impression or
feeling about it. The next step is a question of what you do with
that feeling. If it is important to you. you will want to know
more, you will want to knew why you felt as you did. And for
that information, you will have to look to the event that caused
your responSe.

Do 1( ill pone ther what vvr said last tune about how poems
i ommunu ate feelings '

Poems don't tell you what you are feeling: so there is no reason
to expect that they will tell you why you're feeling.what you're
feeling. Poems communicate feelings by putting you in the
situation of the feelings. So if you want to know why you have a
feeling about a poem. it would seem logical to figure out what its
situation is

flott Isola(' lou go about figuring out the situation of a poem

I'm sure that at first it seems like it would be hard to find the
situation in a poem. A poem is nothing but words, and words can't
have a situation other than just being there on a sheet of paper.
But you have to remember that words are more than just black
marks on a white page. Words represent things that we 'know in
our world If you put together the things that the words ofa poent
represent. then you have a real hiiman situation. So you have to
find the people. places and things in a poem to know what the
event is in the poem that you are responding to.

I want to give you a quote from Robert,Frost that I think is a
good guide for figufing out the situation in a poem. By bringing

,-,
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out a quality of poems that we don't usually think of. the quote
should give you a way to by out the situation of a poem where
you can see it. Frost said, "A poem is as good as it is dramatic."

44;
Wiy.do you think Frost would sat that a poem needs- to be
drarkiatic to be good'

First we should look at how Frost is using the word "dramatic."
I don't think Frost is sayiig that a poem should be loud and
showy like a person who is making an exaggerated display of his
kelings. Frost seems to be using the word in the sense of having to
do with drama. And a drama is a play. Let's try rephrasing the
quote like this,- a poem is as good as it is like a play.?

Wht. would Frost want a poem to be like a play'

Plays are the acting out of human situationsLdon't think Frost
means that a poem should be a play. but rat le! that it ought to
have some of the qualities of a play. Frost knew that poems had to
be more than just statements. He kne4 that for the feeling in a
poem to be believable it had to come in some kind of human
contoct in a little play.

Can you see how looking at poems as little plat's would help Jou
understand where your feelings came from'

Plays have three basic elements: setting, characters and story.
Finding those three elements in a poem should give you a pretty
good indication of the situation in which your feelings arose.
When you lay out the situation of a poem in a play that you can
recognize, you've got the experience of the poem up off the paper
and into your own human context where you can deal with it.

Poems are short and usuallt don't come with pu tures Host can
you find character, setting` and story in a poem _if the poem
doesn't tell you evactlt what thet are

That question brings up an important point about poems. Just
as poems don't tell you feelings directly. they usually don't tell
you their situations directly either What doesn't mean that it is
impossible to find the situations in poems. It simply means that
poems can't lay every thing out for y ou in detail because there isn't
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room So poems have to give y ou the most important information
and hint at the rest of the situation

Then ht /it C Lill 1 (ill plc A. up tht rtt ot siri.in:in of a poem

Ther't are two good ways to expand the situation of a poem
First. you have to pa) close attention to the information a poem
does give you directly. As Isaid a poem will usttally have the most
significant parts of its situation out where y ou can see them VS hat
ou have to do to get more information is watch for the hints

those- parts give If a poem says that a mln has thinning gray hair.
ou,would know without being told thaChe %as probably old Or

'if a poem described the trees on a hill as wet and bare. v ou could
be sure that it was winter If v oil keep you eve on what a poem

-cites tell you. you will find more than you thought was !heti.'

But )1% ( OU I tile sl l'1,11111,1 pi( l
kl1( .01>ictlim rirc poc,n do( SF! I cfr, 'it

That problem is where you have to work for what you get from
a poem A poem can't give you the gift of its communication in a
neatly wrapped package Often you will have to complete the
situation of a poem yourself to get its communication That means
you have to, get involved in the situation of the poem and fill it
out with information from y our own life

15 there ant ttaj All. the reader to knots host he cllttuld round (Hit
the situation of a poem

You have the same guide we have been using all along to help us
hear more than can be said in a poem and that is y our feelings
Your impression of a poem came from the poem. so when you put
things in the situation of a that you feel should be there.
you are working off cpmmuieilon you got from the poem. You
are simply taking your part in a poem when you expand it in the
ways that seem right to v ou This expansion is the second, and
probably the most important. way that the reader can fill out the
situation of a poem._

.1re loll wondering Itht the reader has to do so mu( h x ork to
find out what's going on in a poem'
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I can onit sat that thatthat's the oat poems are. knd I think poems
hate to tie that oat because thet are trt ing to do something that
is ten difficult - commuhicate feelings. If sou remember. we said
earlier that we communicate our feelings tit trting to make the
other person feel the same thing we felt Which means that the
other person has to meet t ou half oat Or it means with poems
that the reader has to get in there and get 'molted. he has to fill
out the situation in his on terms. and he has to let himself feel
something

The words of a poem are unit the beginning of its
communication If t ou want to get something from the poem t ou_
hate to expand the poem into t our on life and cant it the rest
of the w at t ourself

Enough on w hat t ou do when t ou reacta poem Let's look at a
short poem and see how expanding a poem works. I would like for

ou to read the following poem b Nilliam Stafford twice. 1Se will
start with t our feeling and trt to expand the poem into a situation

ou can recognibe as the source of t our feeling

Fall Wind

Pods of summer crowd around the door,

137tRIAL REM077-

from Traveling through the Dark

1 t 1,1 1 ( II Nal I ou plan c' an lip 1, hire or a clolth elms from
rcacithz the poem

The poem does not lease an
impression of happiness or jot It seems calm and reflectite It has
a feeling of seriousness about it Also a touch of cold
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%la) be it would be better to say that the poem leaves you with
an awareness of being cold Since the title of the poem is "Fall
Wind." you could be feeling the kind of sadness you experience
when )ou realize that fall is coming Look at the poem again.

ire tou /not tec lent! \ad hoc ttu \( tall 1, coming'

I think the poem hits closer to home that., just the realization
that fill is coming Here is where we heed to expand the poem

'into a human situation bs making ourselves the I in the poem.
That way we can find out if our feeling comes from something
more than just suddenly noticing the first cold wind of fall.

h'irat ry the )etturz tirr,

Obvious!) we are somewhere with a lot of trees around the
houses. It might be the country or it could be an old part of a
town or (11) where there are a lot of big trees ;,In any case. the
trees are old enough to have whole crowds of seed pods noticing
those trees is important because then are also a was we know fall
is coming.

/ jots v.ouhl ou des( rl be the / 1,1 Mc' p,,(1,1 111i/ e lie /S the 1////1
liarw-ter

You don:t have-to say he's an) particular age. but he describes
himself bs referring to the autumn in his hands He might be
hinting that he's middle aged Whatever age he is. he's the kind of
person who takes time to notice that fall is coming and seems to
feel that he takes part in the changes of the n4ural world.

i /on voulj t (El expand this pocm Into a little ctort.'

You could say that the I in the poem walked out the door of his
house On. [he ground he noticed the seed pods that had fallen
from the trees. He realized that 'summer was coming to an end.
Then he remembered that he heard a wind last night that was
different from the usual summer breeze. The wind wasn't strong
but it was cold, and it made him shiver In fact it made him shiver
twice.

lent does the tt 1nd make IOU SIM el 1.11(e
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\-Dne shiver would seem enough for the first cold wind of fall.
The second shiver must have been for something else The second
shiver must be the one that hit closer to home and made ou feel
sad.

This next question is one onlv ou can answer because it is one
in which .vou complete the poem inside yourself. Look at The last

line of the poem again..

Docc that seciind mean that the ltrit cold Ilind of _tall ha.
made jou reah:e something important about

It wasn't hard to expand the Stafford poem. It only took two
things - listening to the hints the poem gave and making the
experience of the poem come alive 13) ktitting it *!.-our experience
too. Now let's ti7, expanding and experiencing a onger poem This
poem is by Alden Nowlan.

Weakness

Old, mare whose eyes

11=21/11; MoVED- OP RIGHT RESTRICTIONS

from Plas ing the Jesus Game
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What was the first thing that came to your mind al Ur jou read the
Now lan poem'

Stop where you are and don't try to say any thing more for a
moment. We need to find out what kind of feeling that thought
represents Don't lose touch with the poem. but try to sit still for
just long enough to give yourself a chance to listen to what is
going on inside you

Can loll sal shat Jechns are kqung throult lour hod '

I would imagine that no matter what you said. you did not say
that you were calm and relaxed. You may have noticed that you
are feeling tense Or you might have felt sensations of tightness
and anxiousness. In any case. I'm sure sou have no doubt Out
your feeling is a strong one

So Is hat Is ou Id loci ( all that teeltiw'

That wasn't a hard question. You knew without thinking /hat
you are mad and upset You could also be having trouble believing
that anybody would do such a thing.

Who or sillat are 1011 angrl at

Again you had no problem coming-up with the answer You are
mad at the father in the poem.

It'lll are loci so upset littli this man' a

If the man really is going to shoot the horse (Do you think he
is91 and doesn't have a very good reason for doing it. then you
should be hostile to him. But before you start hitting this man.
perhaps you should find out if he really is that cruel Look at the
poem again

Will is the man kufint: to shoot the hone'

The horse is old and obviously very sick She must be hurt
inside If she's drooling blood I don't see how the can live much
longer in that shape There's no reason to make thf horse stiffer a
slow and painful death.
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Would the nun be doing the humane flung if Ile did shoot the
horse ' Aw.

0

It certainly seems like shooting the horse is the only thing that
can.be done for her Since the man is a farmer. I doubt if he would
shoot an animal that he needs if there were any way to save it In
fact, you could say the man is being kind to the mare by ending
her suffering.

Has your feeling about the father (hanged'

So you still don't like him. That's strange. Here is a man who is
doing something humane for a helpless animal, but you don't feel
good toward him for what he is doing. Maybe there's something

-going on in this poem that we've missed so far. Now would seem
, like a good time to expand the situation of this poem into a play

so we can get a better look at what is taking place.

HOW Mill h do toil know about the setting of this poem '

It obviously takes place on a farm. Probably a small farm that
the man and his family work by themselves. Right now the most
important place on that farm is the barn.

Who are the church tars we find in this barn '

A man and a horse The horse is old and dying. The man owns
the horse I would imagine this is a horse be has had for a long
time. He seems the kind of farmer who had to work hard to make
a living and would be too careful about his money to buy a sick_
horse.

-What else do you know about the man '

He hates weakness. He is a tough and practical person He
probably believes that people ought to go ahead and do whatever
needs to be done without letting a weakness like their feelings get
in the way So this man is going to shoot the horse because he
knows it has to be done.

Are there un i other (Jura( tern '

I
1
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The person speaking in the poem must be somewhere in the
bare since he knows what is going on. I would guess that the other

. person is the marls son. He doesn't do anything in our play but
watch.

What is taking plate in the barn '

The father has decided to shoot the mare. He has planned the
best way to handle' the shooting The night before he is to shoot
the horse, the man goes out to the barn, probably to see how the
horse is doing. As he is leaving the stable! the man turns back to
the mare and starts cursing her But as he is yelling, the father goes
to the mare and puts his coat over her to keep her warm.

D o t oil see ant thing strange In our plat '

The father is acting very strangely for a calm and practical man
The way in which he will handle shooting the horse shows that he
is not an emotional person But here the man is acting very
emotional and unreasonable He is yelling at the horse for
something she can't help.

Is it poscthle that tau clRhIse the lather not bet auce he has to
choot a horse but because he is going about it in a way that
seems ynne«,scarilt cruel '

The man is acting like he hates the horse and is glad to see her
out of the way. But, if he is a practical 'man. he knows the horse
can't help being old anesick. And besides, the fact that he puts his
coat on the horse would seem to indicate that he wants to be kind
to her. It's hard to Understand why the man can't act kind when
he is doing something kind.

D o t ou usuallt curse the peolile t ou are in 1n to lie /p'

The way the father's acting doesn't make any sense. The two
feelirigs that we see him expressing C ntradict each other. I t'shard
to tell what his real feeling is It al ost seems like the man wants
to be kind but doesn't know.how to. o about it.

What reason «nth] he hare Jor cursin the horse'
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Let' go back to the other character in this play. He has been
-' watching all of this. He has'seeti his father try to hide the fact that

,.he cares about the horse. The goy now knows that even his tough,
practical father-doesn't like having to Shoot their horse even if it is
the rift thing to do. This may be the first time the son has seen.
that his' father .has tender feelings under that strong and stern" '-
cover. And he niay be wondering why his father can't just go
ahead and show his feelings.

Hots do yott think the hot f eels ahunt t his lather's 'hatred of
"weakness. now '

Jaking a closerblhiak at the situation in Alden Nowlan's poem
held us clarify our feelings about the poem. Expanding poems is
more thatrjust a fun eitercise: it helps tis get ti) knot' the poems
better. Our expinsion of the Nowlan poeni shows us that. just as
with' our First impressions of peoptts,.we. sometimes need more
information before we try to pas\ judgement.

I don't mean that we shouldn't pay any: attention.to,otir firs
impresions of poems. We need that

but
response as a starting

point fir getting to know poems. but We should remember that
our feelings need to grow as our awareness of the poems grows.
Our Firs view of a poem is often too narrow, and thus we need to
be able to change it as we expand the situation of the poem and
understand more about it as a human event. e's no law that

s says that we are stuck with our first impr s of people or
Cinems.

Look at the Staffortlooem, "Traveling through, the Dark, and
we if you still feel the same way about it.

C to

14

Traveling through the'Dark

.'Traveling through the dark I found a deer

11daCTIONS:
KATERIAL REMVED
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from Traveling through the Dark
irAre you still upset by what happens in the poem?

.26

The last, time we Looked at this poem, we said it left us
frustrated. Fruitration implies a situation in which there is a
problem we can't resolve. Let's expand "Traveling through the
Dark" and find out what is so disturbing in the situation of the ,
poem.

..../

Where does the frustrating event in this poem occur?

The setting is one we usnally don't associate with thingi like
frustration. It appears that we are on road in a wilderness area. I'm
sure the woods and river would generally affect us deeply by their
natural beauty. It seems like the kind of place where we would be
thinking about the freedom and peacefulness of an uncivilized
world rather than worrying about wild animals getting hit by cars.

Who are the characters in this situation?

Certainly the most important character is the "I" in the poem,
He is the center of the conflict that is bothering us."'

What kind of person is the speaker? 'et
He seems to be a sensitive individual. He doesn't want to juit

push tile deer into the river and try to forget the whole thing. He
also ms like a concerned and caring person because he stops to

1 sp
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move the deer out of the read so other drivers won't get killed
trying to miss it. I would say he has a deep respect for life in any
form.

Who are the other characters that the speaker is including in the
term "our group'''

I have the impression that this man is out driving alone; so he
can't be referring to other people. He must be- talking about the
deer and her fawn. And since he has just been talking about his
car, I think he would include the car in the situation.

Wizy,does the car figure as a character in "our group" .

Obviously the car plays an important part in the story of this
poem. Let's see if we can describe that story.

What happens in the poem that is the source of our frustration'

The man is driving along the river road one night. He comes
upon the body of deer in the road and stops to move the deer so
no one will get killed by swerving to miss it. As he goes to drag the
body off, he discovers that it is a doe and that still.her fawn is
alive inside her. The man Hesitates to think about what he is doing.
Then he goes ahead and pushes the deer into the river.

Why does-the man stop and thin/0

He doesn't want to kill the fawn. He would like to save it, but
he knows he can't leave the deer where it is because it would be a
danger to other. drivers. He stops because he's not sure what he
should do.

Can you think of any way the man could have saved the fawn?

The man evidently couldn't think of anything either. Thus the
only thing he can do is push the deer in the river. I'm sure he
doesn't feel good about, doing it even though he knows, he has to.
He doesn't seem like the kind of person who would try to reassure
himself by saying that it's just an animal.

Do- you see that the conflict in this poem is One of wanting to go
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both wax s at once'

There is more to this poem that just the information the
speaker gives us directly about what happens. The things that go
through the man's mind as he is standing there thinking are
important to our feeling of frustration. He doesn't tell us what he
thought. but I'll bet there are hints to what he was thinking in the
poem. And ;se should be able to find them in the way he tells u)
about the situation. In the-next class, we will look at the laniitiage
of the poem to see some ways we can pick up those hints.

Before we stop today, I want to give you the chance to work on
a poem on s our own. I think you understand how your feelings
about a poem are connected to the experience of the poem and now
the things that happen in the poeni are connected to the poem's
communication. I want you to read the following poem by Robert
Bly and then expand it into your own experience so you ca9
expressthe feeling it communicates to you.

Ding to Town Late to Mail a Letter

It is 'a cold and snowy night The main street is densertkl.

MATERIAM REgOVED DUE TO COPYRIGHT RESTRICTIONS
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from Silence in the Snowy Fields
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CHAPTER FIVE

( the third class)

The third class meeting will take
the student even deeper into the forest of the expanded poem.
The last class left him standing in his own experience of the
beauty of the forest. Now I want to show the student how to
move around and ndtice the different trees that go together to
create that beauty.

Thus far the student's information about the expanded poem
has come entirely from his experience of the poem. Once he is
awage of that experience, I think the student is ready to gather
even more information about the poem's communication by
looking at the language of the poem. From this exploration, I
want the student to recognize that his response to the poem was
not an accident but the result of the poem's ability to interact
with him through its language.

In this session I will try to point out some of the ways in which
the communication of poems is influenced and achieved by the
smallereffects in their language. I want to show the student how
four of the language devices mentioned in the third question of
the outline - tone, image, association, and metaphor - can affect
his response to a poem.'I am not going to try to 'work with sound
devices in this class because they are better done out loud.

The Third Day

We have looked at poems as feelings. We have looked at poems
as human situations. And poems do expand into those things after
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we establish contact with them. But if we are going to understand
poems fully as communication, we also need to look at the way
poems get to us - and that is through language.

Poems communicate through the same language that we use
when we speak to each other. In fact, when we read a poem, we
usually assume that someone is speaking to us. One of the most
important points in picking up the communication of poems is to
remember that they work as language in much the same way as
spoken communication.

Whth people 'speak to each other, they don't try to
communicate through the dictionary meanings of their statements
alone. They phrase andtword their speech to affect the person
listening in a way that helps their communication. With this use of
emphasis and coloration, they are able to get around some of the
problems we have in making the language say what we want it to
say.

Poems also communicate through the effect they have on us.
As we said earlier, a poem affects our feelings by offering us a
situation in which we can experience and feel too. But you can
just pick up -a ready-made situation and drop it into a poem. Th
situation of a poem has to be created for us from the language o
the poem.

If the situation of a poem is going to have an influence on our
feelings, the poem is going to have to do more than just tell us
what the situation is. It has to give us an impression of what that
situation is like so we can respond to What is going on. And a
poem creates that impression by affecting us in the same way
people do in their speech. It uses the language of the poem for
emphasis and coloration.

The language of a poem contains many wo ds and phrases that
are used because they have their own influe ce on our feelings.
These language effects work together to give is a particular view
of the, poem's situation. In the language Of a poem, all the smaller
effects lead to one impression which gives the poem its total effect
on our feelings:

After we have looked at our experience with a poem, we need
to look at the language of the poem for two reasons. Ifi we
recognize the small effects that helped create the situation of a
poem, we understand that situation, better And if we find Out
how those small effects worked -together to influence our feelings,
we can see more about the direction in which the poem wants our
feelings to' go. All of this information can help us see what the
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poem is trying to communicate to us.

Can tou think of ant. wa,i we can use to find the mdl effec t nc

the language of a poem '

If you said by using our feelings. then you've got a pretty good
idea of how poems communicate We followed our feelings into a
poem to find out what was going on in the poe so vwhy
shouldn't we follow our feelings to see how the poem is y ing to
influence our response to its situation.

.Again we are going to be looking for hints. The small effects in
the language of a poem won't be clearly marked. We are going to
have to look for the things in the poem that seem important to
our feelings about the poem. It won't do any good to look for
these effects for the sake of looking. We can only get information
from the language of the poem if we look for the things that had
an influence on us.

I would like for you to read the following poem by David
Ignatow. After we have looked at your feelings about the poem
and what yciu responded to in the poem, then we can look for the
little things in the poem that played an important part in how you
experienced the poem.

Nice Guy'

I had a fridnd and he died. Me.

111171RIAL REMOVrn
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from Rescue the Dead

To start with. how did you feel after t ou read the poem?

Sometimes not feeling anything is a
feeling itself. You probably weren't able to pick up on any kind of
feeling inside yourself. It could be that the poem leaves you
feeling numb or dead inside.

What's going on m tins poem'

A man is talking about a friend who died. The friend died while
the man was at work. The man tells us that he misses his friend
and that in his opinion the friend was a good guy. He also says,
though not very loud, that the friend was himself.

. .
Heat could a dead man be talking to us about has own death'

Maybe the man doesn't mean he actually died. He could be
tr.ving to say that a part of him died. Or he might mean that he
lost an important part of his life. In any case, he wants us to know
that he feels bad about the death.

Thin itt don't t ou feel sorrt for the man'

You don't know the man personally. so you've got no reason to
turn against him and withhold your sympathy. There must be
something going on in the poem that we aren't aware of. Let's
look closer and see if there's anything in the lafiguage of the poem
that could be influencing our responses.

We mentioned earlier that with poems we assume someone is
speaking to us. That's a good thing to remember when you're, following your feelings back to the small effects of a poem.

If you were listening to someone telling you something. you
would not only be aware of their words, but you would also be
listening to the kind of voice t v were using. It might also be
good to notice the voice of a p We could say that we are
listening to the tone of voice the speaker or the tone of the

1
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poeni.
In one of the 'first poems we read. there is a good example of

how the speaker's tone of voice can influence our response to the
situation of a poem. Look back at ` TiJM Carlos William's poem.
'This h Just to Say.- If you remember. we said the situation in the
poem seemed unpleasant. bu we didn't feel down about the poem
Read the last four lines of "This is Just to Say- out loud

MO the ("Ile the t Jour 1111(1 MCl/.e i Ott lee/ g, )(id

In the last four lines. the man is happy. He's not trying to be
mean or cruel. He feels good because he enjoyed the plums. You
find it hard to be mad at the man 1-lecatie he enjoyed the plums so
much.

HostIlt WI 1141(1 j )14 describe the tone HI C 1)1 the Mall III the
lgnatow poem

It's hard to describe It's like no tone at all There's no
expression in his voice. The best you could say is that he is
speaking in a flat tone.

Dots that seem strange conculertng what the man Is telling tou

Another thing that people do to add life and effectiveness to
their speech is to use description. There is description in the
language of poems, too. It usually comes in the form of images
that help you picture people or places. Images add depth and color
to the language of poems by helping you visualize their situations.

You might remember how much being able to sisualize the
setting helped in Robert Bly's poem, Driving to Town Late to
Mail a Letter.- You could not have picked up on the feeling of
being alone if you had not been able to see the deserted street
And touching the cold mailbox made you feel like you were really
there.

Does the Swirling snow make t ou feel like- jou are tert much h;

I ourself'

The snow cuts you .off from other people It's like a curtain or
a robe around you These images help the poem communicate fhe
feeling that prixacy can be good for you. Being arone IS a good was
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to "taste time.''

-1re there ant toiai;es that stand out in the Ignatotvoeni '

There's one image that hits sou funny. The man speaking is
ling on his couch telling you about his friend. He is evidently
relaxed and comfortable.

Hots does the 'maze «Ai trachc t st hat the man LS saj

The man is saying that he misses his "friend" because he liked
him and cared about him. But he doesn't seem very concerned
that he's gone It's hard to tell if the loss has affected him at all. ,

Do people asuallt at t so unemotional about death and loss'

It's also strange that the man waited until he got home to
mourn his friend. He says that he was too busy at work to stop
and feel sons I find it hard to believe that he could hold back his
feelings like that. It seems more like he really doesn't feel
anything.

Does the mans emotionless- roicd and his tin«nuerned posture tell
toll ant thing about what pact of himself he mat hare lost'

There are other small effects that-are used in the language of
poems They too depend on your responding with youefeelings
and senses. They often seem so natural that you may not have
noticed that they were affecting you. Two of them are particularly
important in this poem by James Wright.

A Blessing

Just off the highwaN to Rochester. Minnesota,

WOUTAI B1OVED DUS Tf) COPYRIGFT PESTRIC":1015
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from The Branch WM Not Break

How did your feelin go with this poem?

I would imagine your feelings started off slowly and calmly.
You may have even felt peaceful. Then, I'm sure they rose to a
very high point. I think you could definitely say this poem makes
you feel lifted.

What words would you. use to describe you feelings?

However you described your feelings, I think you would have to
say they were strong. Whatever happens to you in this poem, it
seems to pick you up and carry you to an intense point. Let's see
if we can figure out what did happen to you in this situation.

What are the things other than just place that you notice about the
setting of the poem?

For one thing it is evening. It's that quiet time between sunset
and dark when everything is still and peaceful and gentle. Dark is
just showing up in the shadows around the trees and grass, and,
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since the grass in the field is still oung. it must be spring. Also, I
feel we mull be somewhere out in the country away from other
people.

Who.do we find in this setting'

Two people and two horses. The people are friends and have
possibly been together all day. The horses seem to be alone in the
pasture

Could tou eviand the poem into a stun ttith yourself in the
point of few of the ''/"

We stopped the car beside a pasture I crossed the fence and
walked gently on the soft grass. When I looked up I saw two
horses coming toward me as if to say, hello. The houses were
playful and seemed to enjoy nuzzling each other The young mare
came up to me and I touched her. It felt good to rub her nose
because it was so silky and smooth. I felt like I've never been so
alive and free in my life. The good feeling was so strong that I felt
Like I could explode.

I don't think it was just chance that !, ou felt good when you
read this poem This poem has in it a number of small effects that
could move ou very deeply. If we want to }(now why this
experience felt so good, we could look at some of those effects.

There is one quality of language that seems particularly strong
in the Wright poem I call that quality "association." Certain
words in the poem carry with them definite bodies of feelings or
sensations The feelings and sensations are ones we commonly
connect with the things the words refer to. Those feelings are like
the personality of the words. and we asso 'ate certain
characteristics with words just like we do with peopl

Before you look for some of the associations i "A Blessing"
that had a "strong influence on you. let me give you example of
what you are looking for. Go back to the Stafford m. "Fall
Wind.- in the last chapter. It seems to draw heavily on ommon
association

What characteristic, or qualities do toil assuc late ttith the fall
season '

Fall is a time of harvest It is also a time when things stop
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growing and begin to die. A man in late middle age could say he
was in the fall of his life.

The seasons have man characteristics that we associate with
our own lives. We recogniie within ourselves the same cycle of
birth. grow th and death.-1%e not only respond to the seasons for
what they represent in the life process. but we use the seasons to
describe the progression of our ow » lives

Ich,tt comes to +flan th the hinter ()I 1m

The situation of ". Blessing : also depends on a particularly
stong'association Most people have good feelings about horses.
They are beautiful animals who have an air of strength and grace
about them. They can also be gentle and affectionate. Somewhere.
deep down inside us: horses make us feel like they have the
quickness and pow-er of%fe.

Ilott tt (11dd .()4 har e telt cthutrt the poem 11 there had been «At s.

Instead ()I brine~ in the pAsture

The Wright poem ends with-another strong effect of language
The effect is used to describe the intense feeling that builds in the
poem. It is a strange kind of description. however. because it says
the feeli g is something it is not.'

Sometimes we ca'n't find, enough words to describe the
characteristics of a thing. That's when we turn to comparison for
help ,We bring in somethmil, else and use its qualities to help us
create an impression of the thing we are trying to describe We

know the first thing goesn't have the same characteristics as the
'second thing. but we point to their similiarities to show that the
first thing makes us feel like the second thing

This kind of description through comparison is called metaphor-
We use it all the time in our ordinar' speech We often say things
like. "You know how he is. he's like so-in-so.- There is a metaphor
in the first of fir Wright poem that helps us get the feeling of the
setting Look at the line. '.Twilight bounds softly forth on the
grass

..

What is Ih hit/1011 «wipared l()

We know that twilight can't bound Animals. like rabbits.
bound forth on us. But the twilight does come quietly and
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quickly Ind it is like a dark furry animal We get the feeling of
the soft tss Hight much better if we think of it as coming like a
rabbit
. In the last of this poem. we also know that a feeling is not

something that can hive a blosmint. But if you feel something'
strongly. you might say it feels like s on could blossom out like a
flower The feeling is so strong that it wants to burst out of sou.
But we don't know what a feeling looks like outside our bodies
We do. however. know about-flowers

ice( :;ey )(I 01 had It lit 1 into Lf,, Hi!! ()II tl Sprtli mornini; arid
.,c( that Hit ha) t t?Nlit 11111) b.1(11,111'

Talking about flowers is a good was to show how metaphor
works It draws on the associations we have for other things m its
comparison The intense feeling in the Wright poem is compared
to a flower blossoming because we feel good about flowers in
bloom The metaphor makes the feeling come alive in us because it
describes it lw a sensation 11)lirsting forth

kll of these language effects help gwe life to the situation of a
poem The% bring the world into us through our feelings and
sensations By working totether and drawing on each other flies
make the poem real to our sight and touch and feel The'result is
that the poem affects us like an experience from our lives

Let's now go back to a poem that we've looked at soluany times
it seems that its alwass been a part of our lives. We can learn even
more about Stafford's "Traveling Through the Dark" by tracing
our feelings back to the influences in its language Here's the'poem
again.

Traveling through the Dark

Traveling through the dark ['found a deer

WTERIAI REMOVED DUE 70 _TYPIGHT RESTRICTIONS
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from Traveling through the Dark

Which image in the poem is most important to. your feeling of
frustration with the poem'

Obviously, the image.of the dead deer beside the road is an
important irffluence-on our frustration. -But that image does not
create our full frustration. kt needs to be widened to include alfkof
"our group." SeeinE the man standing in the wilderness 1(30-kinglet
the bpdy of the deer behind his car brings home everythingthing in the
poem that is troubling us.

Why is this image so important
4,

The. image of "our group"' is the setting for` the decikiotOlve
must make. The man is standing there thinking abut what lie.
should do. All the characters in this image play a part in his
thoughts. .

,00
Other effects in the language of the poem can WI us some of

what was going- on thfotigh the man's, mind as he 'thought hard
for tyPitil." The associations in the poem havewarticularly strong
effect on us. For example, look at our associations with deer.

44,

Would poe m, Ware affe( red you the same way if the deer had
been a g(xt t ' 4-

Of course not, we think of deer as beautiful animals. They are

Fw
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soft and gentle. and running is their only.defense. We feel like. deer
should be protected.

. It'hut about the ct.ssin ninon% we lure _tor ci wilderness setting'
IF .

We proNblikeel that it too needs our protection. There is a..
kind of life in a natural setting that we can't get in, touch with
through civilijation That way of living seems open and clean and
free. We know there are dangers. but they seem like
understa able dangers because they aren't man-made.

The I age of the poem also gi3es us a vivid impression of the
car. This ffect comes from a piece of comparison that tells us
some what the man thinks of the car. Look at the metaphors used
to describe the car

.

f)t) 1 oil led ,gtniT)r had about the ( Ur

'I think the language of the poem has a negative influence on our
feelings about the tar. Its engine is purring like some giant cat.
And the exjiaust is warm and red, like blood. I have the feeling
that we are to get the impression' that the car is like a killer anirrfal

Let's look at what we know about thssituation of "our group."
The man is standing beside the road thinking. He has a good
feeling for the deer and her faWn and bad feelings about the cft.
He feels like the natural life of the wilderness is waiting to see
Vhat he is going to do And he is thinking about his,responsibility
to his fellow man. From these thoughts he must make his decision.

We won't say any 'rle' in this session about the decision we
face. Next time we will look at everything we know about the
poem and try to put all the parts together to see if we can decide
where its corribunicatiou is leading. We have our information and
now we need to go inside ourselves to stand and think.

Again, I want to give you'a poeni to look at on your own. You
can look at it as feeling, as experierfce, as situation' and as
language. Just remember to put it back together before you try to
decide what is has comuninica4ed to you. The poem is by Stephen
Mooney.
I 4f
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The Mountain Sings

The mountain looks back

WIRIAL REMOVrD DUE TO CPPYRIGHT RESTRICTION,
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CH APTER SIX

(the fourth ( lass)

-.r

I

Now that we have gotten the student into the forest of the
expanded poem. we need to help him find his way out and back
into his Irk. The experience he had with the poem will be
worthless to him unless he can bring it back to his own personal
context. There the student can decide if the experience matters to

,.him and, if it does, what it all means to his life.
This class session will be built around the direction described in

the fourth question of, the outline And that direction is toward
more questions. It would be natural to expect that the last class
would bring the student's searching to t neat conclusion. But in
the approach of expanding poems, pat answers simply do not
appear. Once a poem is expanded into the reader's life, it
continues unfolding into more possibilities an'd more questions.

The only way the student an get out of the forest is to make
some decisions for himself The purpose of this last session is not
to hand the student a reward for exploring poems. but to show
him that the only rewards he gets from poems are the ones he
earns. I want the student to realise that expanding poems is no
differenm the work he has to do to understand other things in
his life. 'B,ut if the student finds a poem to be an important
concern in his life, it won't be work. Making decisions about the
poem will come natikirally for him.

The. Fourth liax

We have talked a lot about how poems communicate through
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the effect they have on us as readers. With even !luny, that's been
said about the work the poem does. I hope you haven't missed a
very basic point about poems they can't get along without you-
and not only does a poem need for y ou to be there, it needs y ou
alive and warm and kicking.

Poems are worthless if thy reader is passive. The reader can't
just sit there and be acted upon because the words of a poem are
only," the beginning of its communication. And that
communication won't get into y our life where y ou can deal with it
if you sit back and wait for the words to seep in through a process
of osmosis.

Poetry is a process of getting together with hem and
interacting. The poem brings its part of the corn unication and
you have to bring the rest. We have'said all along that you have to
get in there and take part to get any thing from a poem. Well, when
it comes to getting the communication of a poem. y our work isn't
done.

. The poem has done all it can when it has given you the
information about its communication that we have been gathering
in the last three classes. But the poem can't tell 'you what
communication that information represents for y ou. It is up to
you to take the information the rest of the way and see what it
communicates

We have been approaching poems like we would any thing else in
our lives that needed consideration. Let's carry that approach on
to its logical end when we're finding the communication of poems.
After something has happened to y ou and you have experienced it
and looked at it. then you have to make some final decisions
about how it fits in your life. It's up to you to make those
decisions about poems too.

When you're trying to decide what a poem has communicated
to you, you hake to draw on yourself as much as on the poem.
After you've gotten the information "about a poem's
communication, you must look to yourself to see what that
information means to you The significance which your experience
with a poem has in y our life is the poem's communication. And no
one can decide about that significance for 'you not the poem
and not the teacher

Thus far, I've been asking you questions to help you look for
tit& information in poems. We are now at the point where my
questions can't help you do your work. y questions can only ask
the things I want to know and do not necessarily ask the things
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ou feel N ou need to know kV I can do to help from here On is to

help you get in position to ask your own questions.'
This much I can give y on as a starting point try holding our

experience with the poem in one hand and sour thoughts and
feelings about y our lire in the other Then bring your hands
together and see where the poem. touches !lungs that are

important to you in your life When you epress, y our
'understanding of the places w here the two meet. you will be
expressing what the poem has communicated to you.

Now let's look at a poem b% \lark Strand Since I can't tell you
more about expressing what you've found in poems. well have to
learn by doing We will expand the poem together. and then you
can carry it the rest of the wax on your own.

Eating Poetry

Ink runs from the corners of my mouth.

-111rMEC TEMOVED ":7_ Tr '*(""(IPTCHT RESTRICTIONS

from Reasons for \loving
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11 )chef (.1 11.1 ;n11 I`Cci It /1(11 Ht!
recto! ! /rrc 1)1)011

No doubt sour needle went was up This poem sends out a lot
of ClIC4 It has a frantic feel about it But it's also confusing
There is something strange going on here You hase the feeling
sou are taking part in something unusual

What arc parr nr

The whole situation is so strange its hard to tell at first. I know
we are in a librars. and I know its not the was libraries usually
are.

Wilt) arc' file Pt ',pi( III fill, )1

There's a man and a librarian The librarian seems sees Is weal.
She's nersous and 'fidgets. but she wants to keep esershting
under control She's got that strange blend of authorits and
hitsteria sou often find in librarians

11:11.11 Jinni it (Pc wdi

There's nothing ts pical about him ise neser sgAn an\ body act
the was he's acting in a library There has e been times Ise wished
someone would let loose in a library but e noel- actualls seen
alts one do it.

Via( hallp, cc /Ic II III( III 1,13 lift 1)11I) 10)...ft fi,c r

The man is eating poems. and he is enjos mg himself The .
librarian comes up anti sees him. but she can't handle it She starts
sulking around In circles. and then starts to crs The man thinks
the librarian doesn't understand He scants her to know he's basing
fun and she shouldn't be upset about it lie gets on his knees to
lick tier band so she'll know he's frientils BO she screams The
man decides the hell with the librarian and goes romping off
through the librars

now esen though we know 1N bat the situation is the poem
still seems strange I know what happens. but I'm not sure why
happens Let's look at some of the influences in the language of
the poem to see if sse can find out more of what's going on in the

7'
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poem .

What effect does- the tone the poem hate on ti(

%. It doesn't make you unhappy like the librarian. In fact it makes
you feel positive and good. You could even say that the tone of
this poem is wild and ecstatic.

Hot% about the li).2.ws in the jn that N1,111(1 ',ut 1'; 1

I'd say there are two. First there's the image of the man eating
poems He's got a big smile on his face and that's ink running from
the corners of his mouth. He's obYiousll happy. 4lso in this image
is the librarian. She's anything iDut happy. she's about to go to;
pieces The contrast between the two is e ry striking

What s the tither eitae titurhas a str(ilw elle( t tint'
, .

The second one is even 'stronger The librarian is standing there
trying to hold herself together The man is on his hands and knees
about to lick her hand like a dog. He's still happy and friendly, but
she's terrified:

/ /nit are the usmc rations tic /wt e !or rings at tork in this !mem '

Let's look at what dogs are. They are domesticated animals
That means they, were one wild. but now they hay n tamed
to do what man wants them to do. Most does- Iteod4 and
affectionate. but they can reYert to their untamed side if people
don't treat them right

What atc the digs (in the basement NIU/rN

They're obviously wild Their eyeballs are rolling and their hair
is standing up everywhere It seems like they are coming up from
tlw basement to take over the library You could say this library is
going to-the does..

What arc (thrum's usuullt '

I think ost of us have' ,ome unpleasant associations with
libraries Th y should he good placesiobecause their books are a
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source of knowledge But that knowledge is usuallr hard to NI to
There are alwas rules and people who get in- between ).ou and
what sou need Its hard to feel good m a librarr because 7

eer) thing is so quiet and restrained and tightls controlled

Iloit does the hzhtiti this h bran ( hariz( clurul, the course
the poem

Libraries are usualls brightly lit places But half way through
the poem the dogs are coming up the basement stairs, and the
lights are dim At the end of the poem when the man is running
around like a play ful dog. the lights are out and it is dark

What cLs%()(14111(Jil ttith Wit do tou think 13 hclin: uwd N7 the
hulguaze if the pocm

%Se think of light as good: Vre also think of light as knowledge,
and knowledge dispells darkness As we gained more knowledge
we outgrew the prirrutiNe dark ages and came into the light of
cisilvation Bs gaining knowledge we tamed ourselres

117).7 aric 11:ii as a ,,u tatiligir

Theernan is compared to a dog. He was trained to come to the
hbrars and act in a certain was But he couldn't get the knowledge
he needed when he acted domesticated. So he went after the
poems in a wild way He didn't want to hurt anrb(x4 He was just
unsatisfied being tame

Holt ion jed linen t ou'rc in a hbrart

I can't decide for you how you feel about libraries, nor can I
decide for you what the poem has communicated to you about
knowledge and what the experience of getting it should be like I
can gixe .ou this question to help )ou start expressing sour
thoughts.

Whl 1011 think the' matt Is transform( d info a tin;; it hell lu eats
the poems

I call this approach to poems that we hare been working with
"expanding poems I could hare just as easils called it "eating

So.
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poems. The idea is the same to get an thing out of poems
you've god to get them inside you. and yourself inside them. But
you cant do that if you set up a bunch of rules that get between
you and the poems

Here's another poem fOr you to chew on. Read it a couple of .
times, and then we will expand it together The poem is by Gary
Snyder

Hay for the Horses

He had driven half the night
From far down San Joaquin
Through Mariposa. up the
Dangerous mountain roads.
And pulled in at eight a m
With his big truckload of hay
behind the barn
With winch and ropes and hooks
We stacked the bales up clean
To splintery redwood rafters
High in the dark. flecks of alfalfa
Whirling through shingle-cracks of light.
Itch of hay dust in the
sweaty shirt and shoes.

. At lunchtime under Black Oak
Out in the hot corral.

The old mare nosing lunchpails.
Grasshoppers crackling in the weeds-
"I'm sixty-eight.- he said.
"I first bucked hay when.' was seventeen.
I thought. that day I started.
I sute would hate to do this all my life.
And damn it. that's just what
rye gone and done

from Riprap and Cold %It. Poems

II', tit) 1 oil lcel diyiti t (hi, poem
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%`f hat s ou cet out. of this IRH2111 NN ill depend a lot on sou I he
poem offers sou Jo espericni.e but it doesn't pass judgment 00 it
You could has e felt amused Alter sou read this poem or sou could
hase cone in the oppo.ite diret.tion JIld telt sad

Let's push 'this poem right up against sou akd approach ulking
about it as if sou were there You could sas \alai this poem is a
tors sou ire telling Jhout a nun sou once knew

You were workmc on a horse farm one summer The old man
those in earls one mummy_ with a !rink load of has. He Worked
on anojher ranch that sold has and he usualls made delis cries for
them He helped sou and the other hands stack the bales in the
barn

< it hif f,' hi, Iii

It's got to be the worst in the world Ma\ be woNe than digging
ditches You uei has and dust in s our clothes and sou itch like
crass .

14 11 I\ ...114,41 the '11.1 ruir

He ate lunch NNith sou out in the corral and he cot to talking
about his lite. He said he was 68 sears old and he'd been bucking
has since he was 17. He hadn't planned on staring with the job
but that's what he ended up doinv.

,,/ti 1:(r, oa that \anon(

I've cot a feeling s nu were close to 17 You were working on
the ranch for the summer while s ou were out of school Ands ou
had no intention of bucking has for the rest of sour life

:1(01 l,1111 1,1r req of t ()lir

Because it's miserable work and it doesn't pas much It's okay
for a summer job. but if sou are going to make ans thing out of
N our life s ou are going to has e to trios e on to something tickler ,

/h( thm Oh oh/ man ha, ttalec/111, 1114
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Well. it sure doesn't seem like he made much of a success if
he's 6S %ears old and the best he's ever had is a where he has
to dri% e all night and unload has all da% . then it certamIt would
seem like he doesn't ha% e much to show for his life

1«1114.( titt /UN It d,tctl brIs

That's one I can't help ou with It's a decision % ou'se got to
make for ourself kV I can do is sugrst %ou look at something
before % ou make our decision ThereTs one effect in the language
of the poem that has a large influence on how sou feel about the
old man Read the last six lines of the poem out loud

rc 4 ton'i. N(II-1'111 ,1" II POI( f)rIti( and ,(11-11(in1 III 1111(11

117,111

The wax you answer that question will depend on what %ou
think is important in the old man's life It will also depend on how

ou feel about our own life and on what is important to sou
Don't forget that ou pla% a part in what this poem is

communicating.
Now let's ei.) back to the William Stafford poem. "Tra% cling

Through the Dark The last time we looked at the poem we left
ou standing beside the road tr% mg to make a decision Before we

talk about that decision. % ou should read the poem again.

Traseling through the Dark.

Traveling through the dark I found a deer

r
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from Traveling through the-Dark

The man in the poem pushed the deer into the river. But I don't
think that relieved his frustration or ours. What he did solved the
problem, but it certainly wasn't a very satisfactory_solution.

Why do. you think the man went ahead and pushed the deer into
the river?

There was nothing else he could do. He couldn't save the fawn,
and he had to save other people that might be driving along the
road.

Well, if the man did what was right. then why are we left with
such a feeling of frustration?

I think the poem is bigger than just this one situation. In fact, I
think this situation, or one like it in many ways, has happened
hundreds of times before in this country. The characters may
change, but the problem is always the same.

Look around in your life and see what happens whensomeone
has to make a decision about man, machine, and wilderness. Then
try this last questiorn to see if jt helps you make up your mind
about the communication you've gotten from this poem.

Win' does one of the three characters always hare to lose out when
"our group" gets together'

Pne last thought on expanding poems. There is a step that goes
beyond expanding a poem into your own life, and that is
expanding it into someone else's life. That expansion is simple
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just share poems and your thoughts on the poems with anothel
person or two in your life\

I offer this poem by Wendell Berr,t4-think it is one of the best
love poems I have ever realt_l hope y-lOirlike it.

The Cold

Bow exactly good it is

-

MATERIAL-REVVED _
TO crpyRTG-7

from Opening_s
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CHAPTER SEVEN

(stiggections)

:

*%.

1111* .
We are back ttlking teacher to teacher again. I have shown you

all of the approach of expanding poems that I can get On' paper.
What you *do or cict not do with the things we have talked about
here is a matter for your own decision: For my pdrt. I want to

* roima out this hd-ok with a few suggestions oil how the approach
.-. could' be Used in the classroom. .......-

1-

e .

,
If you hay@ rnade4it this far in.the. book,- you probably have

.accepted my premise that poems can not be taught as though they
had dingle exact meanings. (IF you still have some doubts, try
asking, five English teachers for -the meaning" of kroses

--St/zipping by Woods on a Snowy Evening.')tut you may still be
uncomfortable about whether or not your students will get
4nythingirom poems if you do not help them find some kited of
meaning'

Mx suggetion for: ydur relief on that point is quite e. A
you need to do is keep in 'mind that the purpose,/ eaching

`boetrz is o teach poems and nut to teach just meanings. YotAtf
s.

s t Lick Is find their own mianings in the poems you tn.ch, but
they ma ave troUblefindingieaning in.your meanings. So trust
your st nts aiSd trirst° the 'poems: they can- do a great many
things together that you probably will never set-Joking place.
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Perhaps I can go one step turther on this business of getting
some kind of meaning trom poems in the classroom I hayr a
thought that 'seems like the best way for a clips- to settle onAtihat
meaning it has found iu a poem The poem got started through
interaction: so why not let its /communication he completed
through interaction I nien let the students interact with one
anotherin deciding w hat a poem IS tring to communicate

This process of decision through sharing, has seYeral ads antages
in the classroom The most important benefit is_that it would rise
the students a push in epressuw, their indisidual Understandings
of a poem Also such interaction would let each student be right in
his personal understanding but at the same (hue open to any thing
he-can learn from ite rest.of the class° lShen students share in
des eloPing the class's undeNtanding of a poem. then share in the
understanding too

3

This stwgestion is actually a thought on who the teacher is in
the classroom And I think the teacher is a hying example and not
just a dispenser of informatiodband a final auttuirity on correct
and incorrect The basic question I 1..1--n working with is what are

I '-wwe trying to teach wh we Jake_ poems into the classroom
information about the oem or au attitude about poetry that*
allow the students to find their own informItion 0

It seems to me that finally the most we can hope to teach is pn
attitude The students "I remembef not so much what we say
about poems as how we4s-aid it. So I recommend that when you
teach poetil, y no try , to teach poems that y ou like acid are
interested in The main thing y dur students w sk learn from youoin
a poetry unit is how you personally feel abou poetry, and there is
a good chalice that 'our attitude will become their attitude. ""a" .

4

Une nes't thing I would suggest is to Jet es erg body to the class
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hav'e a shot at reaching posigs they Like lou wanlyour students
to get involved in works N with poems. then. let them involve

.themselves All they need is the chalice to bring in poems they like
and expand them air the class Youwould be stirprised how
involved a student can become in a poem he believes in. and'you
would also be surprised at how interested the rest of the-class will
he in his feelingsubout the poem.

A key to getting your students involved in poems is how you
make the poems available Get away frog the textbook as much as
possible and bring in as many small aillholoeies of poems.as you
can find and afford. Your students can use the antholoifies_as
sources for the poems they use in class (It helps to
students you got a poem from a certain boolio or anthology

Another hint in the same vein is to try mimeo raphing as many
poems as- you can of the ones you use. Puttin the poem on.
separate sheets helps present them as poems and of as partt of a
textbook Mimeographing also makes the busine of teaching
poetry more personal because it maps the students feel like you
are giving them ,the poems

I am going to include a list of small anthologies at the end-of
this chapter Most of the anthologies are collections of
contemporary. poems because I feel that they usually come closest

to dealing with things the students are interested in.

6

, ,
I have another suggestion that concerns tnat

0
oold uga000

teaching the poetry unit. And nay thought on that is bluntly that
we do not need it anymore From what I can tell. the poetry unit

It as become a matter of wading through a certain amount of
material on poetry And there has to be a more palatable way to
bring poems into the crissroom

if our aim is to give the students tke4ippo?tunity for a good
experience with a few poems, then Why co we need ar long aqvii
involved poetiy tinit' Why not break up the unit into two or three
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day sessions and spread it out over the whole year? That way,
working with puems becomes a relief from other work and does
not itself strap the stude,nts attention and interest by running on
too long. Poetry is usually too strong to take in large doses

7

I, want to offer this last thought on bringing poems into the
classroom. It is better to bring them in alive than to bring them in
dead. And making sure a poem has the chance to come alive in the
classroom is simply a matter of reading it out loud :You can read
them yourself or you can hase y our students do it. but the_
important thing is to put the poems in a living human contest by
gising them a human soice tokpealt.through.

Thomas Johnson. editor of the small poetry maga /ine.
Stinktree. recently did an issue for the OUT LOUD cause The
following is from his editor's note explaining, why poems nee to
hase an out loud life

I hase called this fiord issue of Stinktree an OUT LOUD
issue to hopefully encourage the reader to oserthrow the
country of the eeball and, discoser again the aural world
Reading too much poetry silently to oneself can base a
monstrous glacial effect on the senses The pages slide
.together coldly and adsance right user the top of the skull
Many times a poem demands that tongue and teeth get_

it wants a little blood and warmth. It wants to,
trasel around the side of the head instead of being Forced
along the catwalk of the optic nerve. Perhaps sorrte of sou
will he moved to attempt fining soice to the poems in,4ihis
issue. As readers we often deny whole areas. of possibility
and send the-,,eye out to work like a road gang on a group
of poems. Two empty hands are ne.eded to pull the poem
up from the page., ,

from Stinktree No 3

Poems will only have life in The classroom when we, the teachers.
tart letting the blood. some of ours and some'of the students',

flow back into them
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Selected Anthologies

The New American Poetry
edited by Donald M. Allen'
Grove Press, 1960

Naked Poetry
-edited by Stephen Berg)nd Robert Mezey
Bobbs-Merrill. 1969

New American and Canadian Poetry
edited by John Gill
Beacon Press. 1971

Contemporary- merican Poetry
edited by Donald Hall
Penguin Books. 1971

,
New Poets of England and America

edited by Donald Ha'll and Robert Pack
'Meridian Books, 1962

Quickly Aging Here
edited by Geof Hewitt '
Doubleday Anchor. 1969

The Contemporary American Poets
edited by Mark Strand
Meridian Books. 1969

Pocket Book of Modern Verse
edited by Oscar Williams
Washington Square Press. 1970
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